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ABSTRACT
One of the most fascinating minds In colonial America
was that of Cedwallader Colden (1688-1776), a royal of¬
ficial in New York for almost sixty years, who also fol¬
lowed an unusual career in science.

He had been introduced

to the new Newtonian physics at the University of Edinburgh
before 1705*

After training as a physician in London he

crossed the Atlantic in 1710, and in time gained that modest
fortune which gave him the leisure to study science.
Golden's first contributions were to natural history,
the Plantae Coldenghamlae published by Linnaeus, and various
papers on the climate and diseases of the Hew World.

But

his consuming interest, to which he devoted himself for
fifty years, was theoretical physics.

In 17k$ he published

An Explication of the First Causes of Action in Matter.
and of the Cause of Gravitation which presented a physical
theory designed to corroborate and extend Newton's mathe¬
matical synthesis in the Principle.

His Principles of

Action in Matter, the Gravitation of Bodies, and the Motion
of the Planets, explained from those Principles appeared
in 1751 and related his theory to astronomical phenomena.
The final, unpublished version of this work, vast and
encyclopedic, attempted to solve the riddle, the assumed
but unnamed causes, in the Principle, and to answer those
questions posed in the "Queries" of Newton's Opticks.
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CHAPTER I
NEWTON AND COHDEH
Cadwallader Colden*s An Explication of the First Causes
of Action in Matter* and of the Cause of Gravitation issued
from the press of James Parker, Benjamin Franklin*s Hew York

1
partner, in 1745*

After four decades of studying the new

Newtonian physics, the fifty-seven year old Scots-American
scientist believed that he had isolated in the whole of
natural phenomena a set of "first causes,” which were in¬
herent properties of matter, rather than manifestations of
God, and that he had composed a synthesis in science corrob¬
orating and completing the work of Isaac Newton,

The

Principle had demonstrated the existence of some universal
invariable effects In Nature laid down as the Laws of Motion
and of Gravitation} following the Newtonian Injunction to

2
proceed "from Effects to their Causes,”

the Explication

probed the phenomena obeying the Haws and postulated their
material causes*
Probably the first scientific book published in America
it was a compendious and difficult treatise In theoretical
physics addressed to the fraternity of Newtonian natural
philosophers.

But when several copies crossed the Atlantic

in 1746, the provocative implications of the subject matter
attracted a wider audience including metaphysicians and

2
theologians, so that pirated editions appeared, first in
London, then in Hamburg, Leipzig, end Paris,

3

Although philosophical materialism was no novelty in
the eighteenth century, Golden* s conception of tho cosmos
as impelled by precise, finite, material causes both chal¬
lenged and perplexed the contemporary imagination.

By

supplanting God with dynamic matter, the American physicist
knew that he had opened "a large Prospect either into Nature
or into Fairyland,”

k

but the materialistic implications of

the Explication were only incidental to his scientific
theory*

Colden*s purpose was to supply physical antecedents

for the Principle* not arguments against the Bible*
He represented his book as printed merely "with the
design to know the sentiments of the learned on new principles

5
in natural philosophy or physics,"
other and more serious purposes.

but it tacitly served
It contained, he thought,

the solution to physic*s most pressing problem, the causes
behind Kcuton's effects*

And as Ifewton*s Laws Implied a

cosmology which be developed in the System of tho World, so
Colden*s physical causes implied a cosmology which would be
an extrapolation not only from the Principle, but also
Newton* s Opticks.

For he intended In the future to relate

physloal causes to physical effects in the miorocosmic
world of tho atom as well as the macrocosm of the solar
system.

From

any ventage* eighteenth or twentieth century*

Colden* a is an exceedingly grand hypothesis about one

of

the most profound* and as tine has shown, baffling, of all
scientific problems.

It reflected predispositions in

thinking and presuppositions about the nature of matter*
and indeed the nature of nature* peculiar to the tiraoj but
its conceptions of the perimeters and purposes of science
adumbrated the future.
As a theory consisting of a few principles underlying
and explaining all natural phenomena* Colden* s synthesis
has no modem parallel,

The goal of theoretical science is

to construct* if it can* Just such a theory from data and
with methods which are now very different.

Attempts in the

twentieth century to formulate this general theory have not

6
succeeded*

In supposing that the solution to the problem

would com© with the accumulation of a ‘'sufficiency of ex¬
periments*” Kewton my have been over sanguine,

Science

now has a vast mount of very accurate data, but theoreti¬
cal physicists for all the potency of their mathematical
methods have not been able to find in it the solution to
Kature*s mystery—the irreducible principles*
Progress has led to a predicament,

Unlike the

eighteenth century, modem science confronts a certainty*
action in matter,

For those hypothetical atoms of the past

have boon dissolved* further even than into the little
solar systems Colden anticipated, and the atom is cox^osed

of on unknown number of elementary particles and antiparticles# having "no permanent existence# no shape# no
location#" acting according to an Uncertainty Principle#
Physics has theories# microcosnlo and macrocosralc# which
do not neot# and attempts to provide a noxus have led to
the creation of recondite geometries of five and six
dimensions and logics which have throe values including
the excluded middle#

7

The clarity of physics after Newton# if it had clarity#
rested on its innocence# on what it did not know but had
reason to expect*

The age old assumptions about Nature#

which made universal syntheses# general theories# and
cosmology-making possible# have been roluotantly abandoned
in the twentieth century*

They are scientific anachronisms#

interesting but no longer useful# that mist tak© their
place among the disjecta membra of historyt "The mirror
of nature that reason had endeavored to build up through
the ages is shattered#" and the view^ls "for the first time
straight out into an unknown world,"

A faint hope alone

persists# against existing evidence# of the centuries* old
assurance about the ultimate uniformity and simplicity of
Nature#
This assurance# which made the creation of a general
theory seem possible and even credible in Colden1 o time#
received its roost significant sanction in the Principle*

$
Although Newton was a genius and a master manipulator of
mss points, he did not demonstrate the unity or sirapliclty of Nature} he assumed it*

In the 1687 edition of his

book it was the first of several clearly labelled

n

Hypoth¬

eses” at the beginning of the Third Book which ho used to
build his System of the World:

, Nature docs nothing

in vain, and more Is in vain when less will serve} for
Nature is pleased with simplicity and effects not the poop

9
of superfluous causes,"
Newton believed, devoutly, in that venerable faith—
the simplicity of Nature--but he introduced it in his

10
austere, mathematical Principle because he had no choice.

He knew it was an unprov&bl? hypothesis, however strongly
his Laws testified in its favor,

"I bavo in this treatise,”

he wrote, "cultivated mathematics as far as It relates to

11
philosophy,”

But there was no way to prove the Law of

Gravitation, that every particle in the universe attracted
every other particle directly as their masses and inverse¬
ly as the squares of their distances, without assuming that
Nature was simple and ’’always conformable to herself,”

In

the end, he, as theoretical physicists must, had to pass
from the certainties of mathematical reasoning about ab¬
stractions to the never more than quasi-certainties of
physios.

And that his Laws were universal descriptions of

physical reality rested at last on an improvable assumption

6
about tho nature of Nature, and sono kindred ’’Hypotheses,”
afterwards called the Rules of Reasoning In Philosophy#

12

Laid down in tho seventeenth century the Rules of
Reasoning are as perfect a cot of working hypotheses as
science has ever known#

They prescribed a rational© which

has only recently been challenged by twentieth century
quantum physics;

If tho Uncertainty Principle is a final

fact, then Rules 1 and XX, the simplicity of Katuro and
rigorous causality, must be revised#

But some theoretical

physicists, including Max Planck and Albert Einstein, did
not view the Uncertainty Principle as terminal, and there is
now no generally acceptable substitute for Newton* o seven*
teenth century Rules#

In the meantime part of modern physics

employs a mathematics of statistical probability and reduces
its data to aggregates of phenomena which for practical pur*
poses obey tho old Laws*

Xf ar.yono is lost, is tho theoreti*

cal physicist seeking continuity, not the experimentalist# 13
Hewton*s Rules promised no certainties to sciencej hb
made plain then, and experience has confirmed it, that there
13 ever and inevitably an indeterminacy to any system of
scientific epistoaology#

14

For in science Rule XV prevailsi

**• * • wo are to look upon propositions inferred by general
induction from phenomena as accurately or very nearly true
» • * till such time as other phenomena occur, by which

15

they may be made more accurate, or liable to exceptions#tt

7
However obtained, however validated, the data of physics
are not nearly complete nor can their meaning be taken as
*

conclusive*

V/hon the twentieth century undermined the

postulates and perhaps the logic of the Prlnclnia* it did
no more than follow the prescription of Rule IV,
In an early draft of tho Principle Howton colled his
Laws of Kotlon,."Hypotheses," and they have become so again
after Relativity? but they still servo even when it la
known they are no longer universally true,

The Principle

was in its time tho recult of a rare and almost flawless
concurrence of theory, method, and natural process? and it
cot tho pattern and Imparted the fundamental Laws for over
two centuries before, other phenomena did "occur" which made
it "liable to exceptions,"

But the "appearances of things,"

which were tho ultimate confirmation of the Laws in the
seventeenth century, are atlll tho appearances of things
In tho twentieth up to a point beyond which few have reason

16
to go,
Tho perfcotIona of the Principle as a mathematical
treatise has never been questioned,

But it encountered

strictures of another oprt well into tho eighteenth cen¬
tury..

Hewton*B moot distinguished scientific contemporaries,

Christian Huygens and Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnis, both
suspected that the Lair of Gravitation might bo a piece of
mathematical metaphysics because it vao the effect of an

unnanod cause.

His intimatos and modern historians know

that Hewton believed there was a material cause of gravity*
an elastic ether diffused throughout space and in all gross
bodies} but this ether had eluded his mathematical method*
and he was reluctant about introducing into the Princlnla
a substance for which there was no evidence but necessity*
It finally appeared in the last paragraph of tho General
Scholium in the second edition disguised as a "subtle
spirit"
which pervades and lies hid in all gross bodies!
by tho force and action of which spirit the particleo of bodies attract one another at near dis¬
tances* and cohere* if contiguous! end electric
bodies operate to greater distances* as well re¬
pelling as attracting the neighboring corpuscles!
and light is emitted* refleeted* refracted* in¬
flected* and heat8 bodies! and all sensation is
excited* and the members of animal bodies move at
the command of the will* namely* by the vibrations
of this spirit, mutually propagated along the solid
filaments of the nerves* from the outward organs
of sense to the brain* and from the brain into the
muscles. But these are things that cannot be ex¬
plained in few words, nor are we furnished with
that sufficiency of experiments which is required
to an accurate determination and demonstration of
the laws by which this electric and olaetlc spirit
operates,
The ether has a history almost as long as that of
science itself,

Hewton could not deal with it in his

Principle, although he did describe an experimental at¬
tempt* because it offered no mass points to his mathe¬
matical method,

Nevertheless it led a long and distin¬

guished career in physios as a necessary oause until

9
discarded, perhaps prematurely, by the restricted theory
19
of relativity in 1905#
Th© Principle is a tantalizing book#

The most impor¬

tant ever written in physical science, it liras presented to
its sponsor, the Royal Society, in April, 1686, as a
"mathematical demonstration of the Copornican hypothesis
as proposed by Kepler * . # #"

It was the first book of

an Inscrutable nan neither famous nor even young#

IJeuton

had solved the problem of gravity sometime, perhaps years,
before, but he apparently communicated his discovery and
proofs to no one until Edmund Halley of the Royal Society,
who knew that the Lucasian Professor was an extraordinarily
gifted mathematician, purposely went to Cambridge and asked
him point-blank if he could define the orbit described by
a planet attracted to the sun by a gravitational force
obeying on inverse square law#

Newton immediately replied,

"an ellipse," and added that he had proved it but upon
looking, found ho had mislaid the calculations#

Eventually,

Halley purouaded him to publish, agreed to do all the
editing and correcting, and in the end, because the Royal
Society had invested all its fluids in a history of fishes,
he paid for the three hundred copies of the first edition
of tho Principle*

Newton worked arduously for eighteen

months, sent the manuscript to Halley and then turned his
mind to subjects which he seems to havo regarded as of

10
greater moment#

Students of Newton can speculate as to

whether this seeming indifference toward his book was
genuine or whether Isaac Newton* having more reason then
any writer before or since* simply assumed that his
Phllosophlao Naturalis Prlnolnia Mathematics would inevi¬
tably be recognized co a masterpiece and required no explonation#

20

The intact of this intraotable book can hardly be
measured by the number of its readers#

”To avoid being

bated by little smattorero in mathematics*” its author
admitted he designedly made his book "abstruse; but yet

21
so as to bo understood by able mathematicians*”

If

few could read it then* not even ”ablo mathematicians”
con road it now when both language and mathematics are
archaic#

Those who have read it* including tho specialists

of tho twentieth century who cannot share its premises*
agree that it is the almost perfect paradigm of physical
science#

All alike view its author with awo and recognize

that he had a "nind forover voyaging through strange seas

22
of thought alone";

and all agroo that this strange man

was tho most gifted of scientists* a a mathematical physicist*
experimentalist* and speculative natural philosopher#
Albert Einstein, who undermined his postulates* wrote*
"Newton* forgive me; you found the only which* in your
age, was just about possible for a man of highest thoughtond creative power#"

Lord Keynes who collected his

11
unpublished manuscripts called flout on "the last of the
magicians," referring to his lifelong preocoupation with
matters mystical and alchemical, but the description could
also bo applied to that transcendental creative mind which
produced his physics*

23

That the Prlnclnlq is "a mathe¬

matical demonstration of the Copernlcan hypothesis GO pro¬
posed by Kepler” Is the approximate equivalent, in the
realm of understatement, of calling tho Special Theory of
Relativity a demonstration of the implications of tho

pj\
Hichelson-Horloy experiment#
Ilewton know about Kepler’s Laws, which had been derived
from astronomical observations, and had road Galileo, but
Kepler never graduated from Aristotelian physics, and
Galileo, as close as he came to tho principle of inertia,
never escaped from Copernlcan circles*

2*>

Tho bridge that

3oins its predececsox'o to the Prlncinla is long and its
architecture not fully known.

After eight definitions and

a Scholium discussing time, spaoe, place, and motion, the
book begins by laying down the three fully developed haws,
or Axioms of Motion, with no other preliminaries*

Another

Scholium claimed that they and their Corollaries were "such
principles as have been received by mathematicians, and confinned by abundance of experiment*”

26

Kewton explicitly

credited Galileo with the first and second laws, those of

27
inertia and force,
himself*

but history assigns them to Hewton

In tho General Scholium to the Third Book he

12
aaid the three laws of Motion as well as that of Gravita¬
tion were ‘’inferred from tho phenomena, and afterwards

28
rendered general by Induction*n Palpably, tho Principle
is, ns Kowton said it was, a mathematical troatioo about
physical principles}*it does not refer to falling apples or
explain how its author abstracted absolute rectilinear
notion—a useful principle—i/hioh apparently does not occur

29
in Mature*
From the throe Laws tho progression moves, In Book 1,
through that forbidding array of corollaries, propositions,
theorems, lemmas, and scholiums, demonstrated by a virtuee6
with tho geometries of Euclid and Appollonius*

Kcvton* 3

method was to dissolve and recompose notion, especially
those involving centripetal forces, in order to obtain, ,
"the true motions from their causes, effects, and apparent
differences, and the converse*" ‘Thus ho prepared the way
for his masterstroke—the inverse square Law of Gravitation
in Book Three—which was to make a universal physics possi-

30
ble and a System of tho World deducible*
But in the eighteenth century come mathematical
physicists, who could read it, and come philosophers, who
usually could not, made a palimpsest of his masterpiece
when they engraved upon Mew ton* s Principle tho picture of
a “world machine**’

Kowton had gone as far, perhaps, os

his mathematical method would toko hlw*

His book was the

13
matrix, or some fundamental principles both In its metnod,
its irulea of Reasoning and its Laws* but it did not con*
tain ©11 the components or on autonomous mechanism#
exhausted his method* its author concluded*

Having

u

fet haec de Ueo#

N

de quo utlq; ex phaenowonts dlseere. od philosophies* ex*
31
nerimentalem pertinent« ”
The Fulnclpja begins in the Preface or 1686 with a
challenge and ends in the General Scholium or 1713 with an
ambiguity* the "subtle spirit” ror which there was not a
"surflciency or experiments#”

Both challenge and ambiguity

©hare a common denominator* the nature or the physical causes
producing the observable* mathematically demonstrable ef*
roots#

For the business or natural philosophy was "to

deduce Causes from Effects* till we come to the very first
32
Cause, which certainly is not mechanical#”
Having inferred his Law of Gravitation* ’’rendered it
general by induction*” end deduced the System of the World*
Newton wrote in the Preface to the Principle.
I wish we could derive the rest of the phenomena
of Nature by tbe same kind of reasoning from
mechanical principles* for I am induced by many
reasons to suspeot that they may all depend up*
on certain forces by which the particles of bodies*
by some causes hitherto unknown* are either mutual¬
ly impelled towards one another, and cohere in
regular figures* or ore repelled and recede from
one another# These forces being unknown* philos¬
ophers have hitherto attempted the search of Nature
in vein; but I hope tbe principles here laid down
will afford some light either to this or some
truer method of philosophy#33

lh
In

this simple language Newton had outlined they

major problems raised but left unresolved by his great
book*

There were primary forces in Nature, he said, which

produced the effects of attraction and repulsion and co¬
hos ion*

What were they and how did they work?

Ke had de¬

rived a Law of Gravitation which from the "appearances of
things" described a universal phenomenon*

For mathematical

purposes he had treated the 'bentripetal forces as attrac¬
tions; though perhaps in a physical strictness they may
more truly bo called impulses*"

But what produced repul¬

sion between particles and bodies so that gravity did not
cause them to cohere to form one "great spherical Hass*"
Kepulsion was a universal phenomenon—an effect in Nature—
which bo had not boen able even to reduce to a law*

Then

there were "agents in Nature able to make the Particles
of Bodies stick together by very strong Attractions*

And

it is the Business of experimental Philosophy to find them
out*"

Finally, in his book he had supposed bodies were in

motion.

But what gave notion to this infinitely complex

system and what conserved it?

34

Scientists who have nevor read the Prineioia know
that it contains as well as the Laws of Motion and of
Gravitation a famous statements "hypotheses non fingo*"
A probable error in translation and the weight of centuries
render this as "I frame no hypotheses” which would have

15
been a strong© statement for a nan to make who was by
th© evidence of bis own pen one of the world*a most gifted
and roost prolific hypothesis-makers#

35

But flngero can

noan either "frano” or "feign” and in tho English Optlcks
Kcuton repeatedly used tho word "feign”*

Ho registered

a characteristic disdain for "Philosophers” who were
guilty of "feigning Hypotheses for explaining all things
mechanically# and referring other Causes to Metaphysics#”

36

Tho evidence indicates that when I'cut on added tho ”hyt>othooos non fingo” paragraph to tho Prlnclola. ho noant
only that in hie book of mathematical principles ho would
not ’’feign” an hypothosis about tho cause of gravity#
Within the context of tho Trineinia. ”it Is enough that
gravity does really exist» and aot according to tho laws
which we hevo explained# and abundantly serves to account
for all tho notions of tho celestial bodies, and of our

sea# n

37
Eo did not writ© th© General Scholium which con-

tains this much misinterpreted penultimate paragraph until
1713# and it was aimed directly at th© Cartesians who
maintained that tho system of vortices was superior to
his law of gravity because vertices operated mechanically
end I»cwton*s gravity appeared to be an ’’occult quality#”
But when come who did not know him# took Eewton at
his word# and made gravity ”esscntial and inherent to
Matter” so that it could aot at a distance# it was Ilewton

16
the physicist* not the mathematician* who replied de¬
cisively*
That Gravity should be innate* inherent and
essential to Hatter, so that one Body may act
upon another at a Distance thro* a Vacuum, with¬
out tho Mediation of any thing else, by and
through which their Action and Force nay be
conveyed from one to another* is to no so great
an Absurdity* that I believe no Kan who has in
philosophical Hatters a competent Faculty of
thinking, can ever fall into it#30
"Philosophical romances,” favorite handiworks of his
time which often passed for science* exasperated Isaac
Newton and provoked him to make that often perverted
statement* "hypotheses non flneo*”

Descartes* physics*

because it competed with his own* although it clearly could
not pass the final* fundamental test of all scientific
theories* conformity with the "phenomena*" received tho
full force of his attention in Book Two of the Principle
and the distinction of a personal COUP do grace delivered
with all the panoply of Newton* s mathematical method*
Behind the formidable faoado of tho Prlnciula lurked
the master hypothesis-maker#

In tho Onticks» tho veil is

very thin indeed, if it can be regarded as a veil at all;
for in it Newton ranges* with his Queries* "which are In-

39
perfect answers rather than genuine Questions*”
the whole spectrum of natural philosophy*

through

They were tho

scientific speculations of a man uniquely endowed with
insight into Nature* and they wore a logacy of unsolved

17
problems already formulated so that his successors would
not only know what to investigate but how Isaac Eovton
would go about It#
The Queries served the purpose for which they wore

40

designed*

Eighteenth century scientists* even those who

could not road the Prinoloia* wore drawn to the Optlcks
in which that extraordinary mind of a non apotheosized
his own own lifetime could bo observed at work*

Many

cuspocted even then that the synthesis in science which
would change the course of western civilization had boon

hi

accomplished in tho mathematical. Frlnclnia* but it began
and ended with challenges* and one of thorn was to discover
that substance which How ton rofuoed to name becauao there
was not "a sufficiency of experiments*" * The problems
posed in the Principle reappeared in tho Ontlcka. no longer
in tho form of mysterious references but as those rhetori¬
cal questions which Eewton labelled Queries!
la tho Hoat of tho warm Hoorn conveyed through
tho Vacuum by tho Vibrations of a much subtllor
Medium than tho Air* which after the Air was
drawn out remained In tho Vacuum? And is not
this Medium the same with that Medium by which
Eight is refracted and reflected* and by Whoso
Vibrations Light communicates Heat to Bodies*
and is put into Fits of easy Reflexion and
oasy Transmission? * * * And do not hot Bodies
communicate their Keat to contiguous cold ones*
by tho Vibrations of this Medium propagated
from them into the cold ones? And is not this
Medium exceedingly more rare and subtile than
the Air* and exceedingly more elaatick and

10
active? And doth it not readily pervade *41
Bodies? And is it not *by its elastick) force
expanded through all the Heavens# « « # Is
not this Medium much rarer within the dens©
Bodies of the Sun, Stars, Planets and Comots,
than in the empty celestial Spaces between
them? And in passing from then to great dis¬
tances, doth it not grow denser and denser
perpetually, and thereby cause the gravity
of thoco great Bodies towards ono another,
and of their parts towards the Bodiosj every
Body endeavouring to go from the, denser parts
of the Medium towards the rarer?42
But H out on did not confine himself in the Queries
to tho ether and the cause of gravitation.

They led in

all directions—into physics, pneumatics, thermodynamics,
optica, electricity, chemistry, plant and animal physiol¬
ogy, even psychology, because In the mind of tho seven¬
teenth century genius all these were related phenomena
produced by the sane "Agents” in nature obeying the Laws
of Motion and of Gravitation#
*

"And though every true
i

Step In this Philosophy brings us not immediately to the
Knowledge of tho first Cause," he wrote, "yet it brings
us nearer to it, and on that account is to be highly

43
valued#n
Bouton believed in a physical cause of gravitation#
It was, specifically, the other, on "elegant hypothesis”
which he held for half a century without ever being ablo
to reduce it to a mathematical principle that would fit
into his Principle, or even to a satisfactory, consistent,
physical principle.

When ho did finally publish his

19
hypothoslo in tho 1706 Latin edition of tho Ontlckn. it
neither entirely pleased bin nor bio critics*

His "subtle

ether" was not uniformly diffused in space, and gravity
was tho effect of density variations, but
* ♦ * although Newton * s cubtlo elastic fluid
(aether) night account for gravitation, what
norlt was there in substituting for the at*
traction of gross bodies a repulsion between
tiny corpuscles in such a fluid? Only that
tho "aotion" was reduced from groat distances
(of tho order of the radii of planetary orbits,
or the radius of the earth, at the minimum)
'
to snail distances between aothor particles*
For a long-range attraction between gross
bodies there was substituted an equally in¬
comprehensible short-range repulsion between
subtle particles#

\

This voting mttor of repulsion—equally fundamental in
K&turo as attraction and os important in physics—remained
an unsolved mystery evon to Newton himself*
Thus physios thon looked for the cause of gravitation
with tho same urgency that the mid-twentieth century seeks
a solution to tho mystery of elementary, particles*

The

cause which Newton advanced in the Ootlcks seemed over¬
complicated and ad hoc* and ho apparently did not mite
much of it.

So it was tho Prlncipla which started a con¬

troversy that engaged the boot minds of the tine*

They

argued, end sometimes quarrelled, not about \ihat tho book
said but about what it did not say*

Physicists* including

Huygens and Leibnis did not like the implication in the
Principle itself that gravity was actlon-at-a-disfcance,

20
ono body offocting another without any communicating
medium bettieon then*

Hewton* a cranky nan in a controversy*

did not enlighten then*

Perhaps he did not want fcio pe¬

culiar* physically implausible other subjected to the criti¬
cal ©semination of foreign physicists*

At any rate he

wrote Lcibnia* "If any ono should explain gravity and all
its laws by the action of sesao subtle medium* and should
show that the motions of the planets and conets was not
disturbed by this natter* I should by no means oppose it*”

b$

In truth* neither Kovton nor any of the great contemporary
physicists who were concerned with physical reality* not
purely mathematical theories* believed that action-at-adistance was possible*

Any effect that one body might have

on another was either by contact or it was conveyed by
cone Imperceptible medium* or ether,

Tho concept of

action-at-a-distonce served the mathematician well* but
it was patently absurd* as Kewton said* in physics,

Tho

basis for tho quarrel during tho last years of tho seven¬
teenth century was not actlon-at-a-distance but miscon¬
ceptions about tho nature of tho Prinoinla*

It was a

U6
law booh which assumed a rigorous causality In nature*
but Its Laws wore the effects of assumed but unnamed
causes*

Tho most informed of Hewton*s critics did not

question tho accuracy of hie Laws* only that they wore
not enough by themselves to support his System of the
World#

kl

21
Clearly Hovton bolieved there was

a

material cause

or cot of causes intervening between God and the Laws of
Hotion end of Gravitation and that it was tho business
of natural philosophy to find then out*

That cause or

those causes wero the riddle in the Pr'lnolpla, and they
are in a sons© the final goal of science*

Ironically* tho

possibility of discovering first physical caueos did not
seem so remote in tho eighteenth century with its "cor*
pusettlar philosophy” and its belief in a strict determinism
in Katvrc as it does in tho twentieth#
Since ho had not yet published his hypothesis about a
material cause* Xlowten could still write to a theologian
in I693 that gravity "oust-bo caused by an Agent acting
constantly according to certain Laws j but whether this
agent bo material or Immaterial#

I|,G

elderation of my Headers*”

X

have loft to tho Con**

To develop a satisfactory

physical theory accounting for tho effect of gravitation
was after all tho mot challenging problem in tho 11 cut onion
legacy* and its ccltiiicn tho grandest# most ambitious do**

l>9
sign a nan of tho eighteenth century could nave conceived,
Tho twentieth century physicist is obviously correct whoa
ho observes that no solution could have boon found then
because none can bo found now* but history cannot deny tho
eighteenth century its assumptions or its right to ** argue
from Phacnoacna without feigning hypotheses* and to deduce

Cauo©3 from Effect3*H
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so

«

©

«

Golden*o Explication was a carefully conceived physical
etiology deduced from teuton's Princlnla,

Tho three Laws

of Motion wore required In order to dorivo a Law of Gravi¬
tation# and In thorn Colden found tho key to hi© causes of
gravity#

Following tho prescription of the first of tho

Rules of Reasoning# that ”we are to admit no more causes of
things than such as are both true and sufficient to explain
their appearances#** he postulated only threo physical
causes whose interaction would produce not only gravitation
but attractions in general# repulsions end cohesions# and
explain what gave notion to natter and what conserved it#
If his theory betrayed an extreme rationalism# it was not
at tho expense of facts but because tho foots did not then
exist#

Golden's theory Is# but not was# metaphysical# and

it was remarkably economical without being simple*

It has

undergone that apparently inevitable fato determined by
tho nature of science itself--that it is emulative and
not conservative--which makes one ago1© physics become in
tin© another metaphysics*
Few men of Golden's years—ho was born in February#
1680# a feu months after tho Prineinla first appeared—
were exposed to tho new Newtonian science at universities*
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but David Gregory# a friend and colleague of !iowton*s,
brought it to the University of Edinburgh while students
elsewhere and even

w

at Cambridge, poor wretches, were

ignoniniouoly studying tho fictitious hypotheses of tho
Cartesian*”

Tho notes Coldon took as an undergraduate

reveal ’that b© had been introduced to Bouton* a ideas about
light and tho other before their publication,

At tho pre¬

cocious ago of seventeen ho decided that Isaac Bouton was
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the author of tho “true system of tho world” }
years later he was of tho sen© nind*

seventy

He studied tho

Principle and the Ontleko as Newton studied the Scriptures
and patristic writers#

Unlike his mentor*s marvelously

gifted but strangely tortured mind* Coldon had one of those
speculative, balanced, eminently rational, and utterly
secular intellects of the eighteenth century,

All of

spleen and suspiciousness which Rewton had allowed to sha-

Sk
dow his science,

Coidea vented, appropriately, in tho

arena of Row York politics#

For him science had no na¬

tional boundaries, political or cooial distinctions#

His

scientific controversies, some of which lasted for years,
were always tho gracious interchange between two gontle-

mn

of separate views# They reflected Einstein*o at-’

titud© in his '^epiy to Criticisms”i % * * one can
really quarrel only with his brothers or close friends}

others aro too alien*"

2k

$6

In 1705 the young I&lnburgh graduate had already
made his commitment to the now phyoico of Isaac Hewton*
Ho wanted to dovoto hla life to the "exact sciences*”
but a tacte for science and the practical problem of melting
a living did not conjoin so i*ell then as it did afterward*
But Golden never lost sight of his goal, although ho moved
toward it by a seemingly devious path which led him to
London and the study of medicine* across tho Atlantic to
Philadelphia where he practiced aa a physician and studied
tho Principle with Janes Logon* to Hew York and political
preferment from two royal governors who shared hla enthus¬
iasm for ccicnco* and at last when ho was middle-aged to
a largo estate on tho frontier* a modest fortune* and that
rarity in the American t/ildomoao* tho leisure to write a
book about tho most provocative of all quest ions which Howton had asked and "loft to the consideration of my Readers*'
Golden chose to believe that the cause of gravity woo
material*

Why encumber God with, the perpetual enforcement

of an inverse square Law of Gravitation whon a physical ,
cause would do as well?

Satisfied at last whon ho was an

almost old mn that he had derived a good theory which ac¬
counted not only for gravitation but for all important
natural motions* ho published the Explication* on "attempt

$7

to establish new Principles in Physics * « • after Sir
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Isaao Ilewton stopt short# * * «"
Six years later, its successor, in xihlch it was in*
corporated, tb© Principles of Action in Pattern the Gravi¬
tation of Bodies« and the Motion of the Planets Explained
from Those Principles#

W
‘
appeared, which

contained in

addition to the theory a cosmology that accounted for the
"phenomena*”

Tho final, unpublished vorcion of Golden*c

treatise, vast and encyclopedic, dealing not only with
the macrocosm of the color system hut almost all of tho
’’phenomena" from physics to physiology, has been In tho
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library of the University of Edinburgh oinoo 1763#

and

copied aro in thp manuscript collections of tho Eow~York
Historical Society*
Feu men over worked longer or herder with loss success
to find tho proper auditors for bio "conceptions*"

In

truth his theory was that for which tho eighteenth century
was not prepared, a field theory of gravitation#

Golden

looked for criticisms like others lookod for accolades*
Unknowingly, ho, to whom the Frlnolnia and tho On tick a
were familiar daily fare, had spent a lifetime creating
a magnum opus for which thero was no audience#

Eis bocks

attracted in time both critics and admirers, but no ono
in cither group seems to have understood tho Principles
of Action In Hatter*

He had built his theory on tho

♦
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Frlnclplay and for those \tho lacked that foundation and
a thoroughgoing knowledge of Newtonian!on as tbo early
eighteenth century perceived it * hie books vroro written In
61
an unknown language,
Franklin, who could not read the Frincinia* said
62
candidly that ho did not understand Golden*s theory,
Leonard Euler, the fanouo mathematician and a competitor
as an oxpliontor of the cause of gravity, rejected Coldon*s
other because it did not obey tbo Xavzs of hie fluid dy¬
namics* Euler also imagined that the notion of the other
was the cars© of gravity, but hie other had inertial pro¬
perties ’«hich led him to believe that the solar system
63
was slowly collapsing,
Buffon, a philo sophe and a
naturalist but neither a physicist nor a mathematician,
was, so ho wrote Thomas Jefferson forty years after its
publication, Mchamodw with the Explication* tho oddest
among many odd commento which it invoked*
Eor, because tho only avenue of approach is through
tbo Principle and the Op ticks, has American history boon
more dlsoerning about its first theoretical physicist*
Intellectual historians share one opinion—Golden is
"fascinating* ** But his Principles of Aotlon in Hatter !,io
obscure, highly technical, and difficult to follow* * *;
it was too much so for most of his contcrpororioa and la
worse for us of the, 20th century*”

6$

According to various
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interprotcro* ho "never understood Newton* s laws of motion,"
or ho approached a modern "*field theory* of gravitation";
he was "ono of the most brilliant scientific winds of
colonial America'* and "the most competent of American
Newtonians of his age**'

He "has been called not without
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reason a mythical character# * * #**

The source of the

contradiction end the solution to all this mystery lie
alike In Isaac Newton* who posed tho question that Golden
presumed to answer#

Unfortunately for historians* and for

Cadwalladcr Golden with whom fato* unjustly* has not dealt
kindly* this Iocao Newton is really accessible only to
mathematical physicists who are also eighteenth century
historians*
Golden la assigned a rather large role in tho history
of American pbilosopfoy as an early materialist—its "first
and foremost*n "only important*1* "lukewarm*" a "variant
typo# **

Whereas the nineteenth century had a tendency to

"dismiss his printed works as of no philosophic concern*
his doctrines dubious* and his manuscripts as either lost
or unknown" ; twentieth century philosophy* confronted with
the irrational world uncovered by twentieth century science*
Oolaon,s

"mt8rlallra" ° £s#tdoal

sometimes for tho wrong reasons#

noro 6eriousiy

Golden was a materialist

as all physicists whoso business is matter in motion aro
materialists#

*

When ho wrote his paper "Of the First
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Principles of Morality, or Of the Actions of Intelligent
Beings," for the amusement of a friend, it was an attempt,
though not a very serious one, to construct a soicnco of
ethics on the basis of a suggestion in Xecko,

Colden*s

physical theory finally led him to the conclusion that
both human Intelligence and the “beautiful system of the
planets," which newton said could be caused by God alone,

69
were also the effects of physical causes*

But if hie

science in the end pushed God out of the universe, there
is no evidence that this was his object*

Bor, is there

any evidence that he drew bis "ideas from the French
70
materialists,"
that ho ever read them, or seriously con¬
sidered their new philosophies*

Golden, apparently, bought

and read only one type of book, that which contained not
the newest theories but the latest data*

?i

Quite possibly

he did net oven read Voltaire10 famous book about Hew*
tonianlemj if he did it could only have been "by way of
Amusement*"

By the time the Elomens do la philosophic

de Bouton appeared In 1737* Golden had been a closo stu¬
dent of Bewton for thirty years and ho had little interest
in popular science.
But then he knew a largo number of the learned men
in the colonies and corresponded with many in Europe}
so ho must have been exposed, at least, to the philosophical
currents of his age,

Their effeot on Golden, if any, is
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obscured by Ills overriding preoccupation with Kcwtonion
physios*

Bouton himself explicitly disclaimed materialism

although a precis© demarcation between his physics and his
philosophy is a problem pressed with many difficulties*
But it was not difficult to derive a very advanced material¬
ism out of Bewtonian physics as another of Bouton1 s disciplea* Laplace* demonstrated long after Golden’s death*
v/hen Bopoleon asked the great mathematical physicist why
God did not appear in the Kechanlcuo Celeste*
- he replied
72
s

airzply* ”J£ n*avals T>ao besoln de cette hvnotheso-la.»
All the evidence would indicate that Golden’s "materialism”
was only an incidental consequence of his physics in which
a priori philosophical beliefs.had no place*

As is the

modem method* he went where his science led him* not the
converse*

That would explain why he seems so deviant to

historians of philosophy*
Ills life which "had a patriarchal length* had not tho
patriarchal quietude*”
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He minded politics because it

brought him wealth* power* and occasionally honor* but
politics was a means to an end*
loved soience*

I!e did not love it as ho

Politics brought certain trouble and few

rewards and Colden warned* "I know from experience it is
much easier to keep out of them than to get out*”

74

In

that enormous corpus of written material which he loft*
there exists no real statement of political ideology* no

30
political theory#

Ho served the throe Georges ably and

75
conscientiously

so that at the end of his life the very

name Colden was anathema to Hew York patriots, but in his
intellectual testament written for his grandchildren to
read after his death, the message is only the old Socratio
one—virtuo is wisdom and wisdom comes from learning, es¬
pecially scientific learning*

The single reference to a

political creed, understandable in a man who had endured
long yoaro of Hew York * o political anarchy, reflected tho
views of the Leviathan i

M

I think it appears evidently from

history, that tihen tho people become generally uneasy under
any great abuse, they throw the Society into confusion; but
they are never able to give proper redress,, by sotting
things on a proper and lasting foundation*

This, at all

times, has been done by tho uncommon abilities of cone
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single person*”
Ills worst enemy, William Smith, wrote a strange, oddly
perceptive obituary for Coldent "* * * tho character ho
left would have been that of a Scholar, tho* I always
thought him rather a Han of Genius than Erudition*

His

skepticism /increased?! to open Infidelity, and ho often
discovered a Ryrronisn, not favorable to tho essential
Restraint of tho Religion of nature* * * •

Re was an

77
intellectual Debauchee*”
That Colden had genius no ono con doubt who knows
tho referents of bis theory, the extent and depth of his
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scientific learning, his courage and imagination*

Smith

observed, probably accurately, that he was not erudite*
Golden ap arently had little interest in literature or
the arts, and he detested the scholastic philosophy, which
had been his diet, along %fith Newtonian science, as a
schoolboy*
He night have been "an intellectual Debauchee" in
the eyes of his less sophisticated contemporaries, who
had never encountered a theoretical physicist before*

But

underneath that difficult and deceptive facade imposed by
his tine and his subject, lies something familiar and
resonantt it is a modern scientific mind in prototype, al¬
ready highly specialized, disciplined by what it takes as
the "phenomena," now called "facts," but otherwise moving
up end down a universe of thought which had no boundaries*
His contemporaries did not understand him*

The Hoyol

Society, which had some trouble separating science from
sheer nonsense and published both side by side in its
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Transactions*

would not elect him a Fellow because it was

led to believe that Colden had attempted to contradict and
supersede the physios of its most distinguished member*
Someone, either Golden or the members of the Koyal Society,
did not understand that charismatic figure, Isaao Kewtonj
for the grluolpltwr of Action dn Matter was designed and can
only he interpreted as a sequal to the iflRclpltr*
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Ills theorizing about the cause of gravity was, of
course, not unique#

The eighteenth century produced ol«*

nost aa many causal theories of gravity as It produced
physicists, and many of them having the same Eewtonian
roots, had elements In common with Golden*s theory#

In

the Hem# do Berlin for 1782, over thirty years after Colden’s
Principles appeared, the French-Suiss physicist, George
79
Louis Le Sage, published a somewhat similar theory#
An English physicist, Cowin Knight, published An Attempt
to demonstrate that all the phenomena in nature may be
explained by two simple active principles, attraction and
repulsion* wherein the attractions of cohesion, gravity
and magnetism are shown to be one and the seme; and the
phenomena of the latter are more particularly explained
in 175k only thro© years after the publication in London
of Coldcn’s book#

Knight, Just as Coldcn had, Identified

light with repulsion, but he did not presume, as Golden
had, to have discovered the cause of motion and the rea-
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son behind its conservation#
The nature of gravity remains an unsolved mystery
and all gravitational theories probably booame obsolete
when the General Theory of Relativity appeared in 1915*
But then what is significant about Colden,s theory has
nothing to do with any contribution it might make to modem
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physios.

Like most beautiful scientific theories of the

past it has lorg since boon slain by ugly little facts*
It has, however, that indeniable aesthetic appeal of few
and precise postulates which explained many and complex
phenomena, and besides, it is a fascinating historical docuKicnt* neither arbitrary nor farfetched* from Isaac Kowton
by a younger contemporary who was his devoted student for
seventy years#
Another younger contemporary of Newton's, Hogcr Cotes,
who prepared the second edition of the Principle, supposed¬
ly introduced that definition of science which banished un¬
observable events from physics as unnecessary end neta-
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physical*

This point of view can claim many adherents

but it bao always been the center of a scientific polemic
because it raises basic problems—involving not only the
definitions but the purposes of science and the formal
criteria which can distinguish scientific

theory

from pseudo¬

science—that have many solutions about which there is no
consensus after three centuries#

The issue in the eighteenth

century concerned the nature of gravity*

If actlon-at-a-dis-

tanco was a final fact as some of Newton's disciples maintained,
physics could properly restrict itself to collecting experi¬
mental data and discovering mathematical relations wherever
possible#

The nature of Nature lay outside its purview*

But purely mathematical theories in physios are very fragile
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creations, end purely experimental data which has no con¬
nection with a physical theory, does not have much meaning,
The controversy continues hut the mystery of gravity
is no longer the subject.
Uncertainty Principle,

The control issue now i3 the

Quantum physicists, Heisenberg,

Born, Bohr, and Dirac, claimed that science must lcom to
do without its most fundamental assumption, a rigorous
causality in nature, since the Uncertainty Principle means
that physics can only know phenomena in terms of statistical
probabilities,
agree,

But their colleague, Einstein, could not

’’The programmatic aim of all physics,” he wrote in

self-etyled "obituary” in 19l*9, is "the complete descrip¬
tion of any (individual) real situation (as It supposedly
exists irrespective of any act of observation or substantia-
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tlon),”

In the end neither Hexrtcn nor Einstein can he

numbered among those theoretical physicists who would
eliminate intcrphenomona, the unobserved vrtiicb links ob¬
servable phenomena, from physics.

Doing so, both would

have agreed, confused the unknown with the unknoirla^e and
imposed fruitless and unnecessary restrictions on theoreti¬
cal science in its pursuit of Haturo*
Ono of the first to feel the effect of the attenuated ■
definition of physics in the eighteenth century was Golden,
v?ho with reason regarded tho "hypotheses non
skeptically.

school,

How indeed, could solence at the same time
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abjure hypotheses and retain the Laws of Motion and of
Gravitation? That eminently Newtonian body, the Royal
Society, could have learned much from the Newtonian in
the American wilderness, who was often wise os well as
wrong', and whose conception of sclonce encombpassed all
causea dnd effects in Nature#

M

One strong prejudice I

observe against me,” Golden wrote to his nephew in London,
"is that it is thought what I advance is contrary to what
Sr Isaac Newt one has demonstrated £] now I mistake ox**
eeedingly if this be true in any one instance [*] I only
pro sine to think that 1 have advanced in some cases farther
than ho has don 0 in oases which he has left indetermined
or whore he is silent or speaks doubtfully#

w
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CHAPTm

II

THE THEORY

As Coidea saw it* the mandate for his Principles of
Action in Mattor was implicit la tlio Princlpia and clearly
stated in the Op tick si ”# * . to derive two or three general
Principles of Motion fron Phaenonena* and afterwards to tell
ns how the Properties and Actions of all corporeal Things
follow from those manifest Principles* would be a very
great stop in Philosophy*'1

But the two or three general

principles of motion for which Kowton and later Colden
looked were not manifest in the phenomena*

They had to bo

abstracted somehow from the infinitely complex motions ob¬
servable in Ifature*

Colden reached a logical conclusion

of the greatest possible simplicity* so obvious to him that
ho neglected to mention it either in his books or his cor¬
respond one c with the result that his theory seemed more
arbitrary than it was*

The three Laws of Motion describ¬

ing th© effects of inertia* force, and the equality of
action and reaction had been the key which opened tho way

2
for tho Law of Gravitation*

Then* were they not also*

those invariable effects of unnamed causes* the key to
thoso two or three principles of motion that would reveal
the "Properties and Actions of all corporeal Things*"
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When Colden examined the ’’Phaenonena," ho proceeded from
these specifio effects to their causes* and the principles
of motion which he derived provided for* as they had to#
inertia* force* and reaction*
From the inquiries X have been able to make* X
conclude* that there are throe distinct Powers
In Mature* vlst Matter* whose power consists in
resisting any change of its present State* wheth¬
er it be at Rest or in Motion} Light or the Moving
Power} and the reacting Power universally diffused
through the Universe} and that these Powers are
peculiar to essentially different Substances* * • #
Whether these coneoptions bo true* cannot other¬
wise be known* than by applying them to the dif¬
ferent Phenomena; and if it shall appear that all
the Phenomena may be produced by these Powers* and
that the Existence of these Powers are not incon¬
sistent with any one Phenomena* we have all the
Evidence we can have that such Powers really
exist*3
The principles of notion that were the object of
Golden* s search were the peculiar actions of three en¬
tirely different species of matter} matter that resisted*
matter (light) that moved and exerted force* and matter
(other) that reacted any action it received oitber of
motion or resistance to motion*

Colden postulated sub¬

stances because he shared Newton* s assumption that "Virtue
power

cannot subsist without substance# **

But ho did

not pretend to know anything about these primary sub¬
stances or did he ever expect to have such knowledge*
They were assumed agents (physical causes)* each acting
in a simple, invariable manner#

He admitted thoir existence
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because bo had to# but bio treatment of tbo problem of
substance 1© surely ono of tho shortest on records either
substance© did something, or thoy did nothing#

If they

did nothing thoy wore, e© far as Coidea was concerned,
unknown and unknowable#

As a physical theorist his in-

terest lay entirely in tho observable actions of substances#

5

Their unobservable properties belonged to metaphysics not
to physics#

So his was a physical theory of action in

matter rooted in the Laws of Motion, observation and reason#
Explanations of all natural motions must start with the
interaction of his three principles#

Although for tho

purpose of communicating his theory, he dealt with each
principle of motion separately, this was only an analytical
technique because real motions in Nature were always a com*
plex action and reaction between all three basic principles#
Newton had met with Indubitable success in describing
tho effects of motion but its causes remained ono of Nature's
mysteries about which ho, along with looser men, could only
speculate#

"May not Bodies recolve much of their Activity

from tho Particles of Light which enter their Composition,H
he asked in the Ooticks#

Certainly, concluded tho foremost

authority of matter in motion, motion must come from some
source for the

fl

Vis inertiae is a passive principle# # • #

By this Prlnoiple alone there never could have been any
Motion in tho World#

Some other Prlnoiple was necessary
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for putting Bodios into Motion; and now they arc in Motion*

6
some other Principle is necessary for conserving Motion#"
Coldon put the problem of tho source of notion to the
"Phenomena" and deduced an answer#

A century later ex¬

periments showed it to be# for tho most port# the t/rong
answor; but ot that time it was probably tho only solution
to tho problem possible in physics*

Bis query and his

answer disclose with rare cogency and conciseness tho possi¬
bilities for new vistas and blind alleys inherent In tho
method of eighteenth century scientific rationalism!
Why must Bod be tho producer of motion more than
of resistance or the bis inertia© for there is a
power or fore© oortainly in tho one os well as in
tho other* Does all motion originally arise from
God? Is it not more probable that motion everyinhere crises from the same cause? And I think
from observation of the Phenomena everywhere all
motion may be deduced from Light at least some¬
times there are strong proofs of it and other times
probable and no phenomena to contradict it#*
Behind this chain of reasoning lay of course those same
assumptions which supported tho System of tho World in
the Prlnolnla* that "Mature will be very conformable to
her self and very simple" and that science is "to admit no
more causes of natural things than such as aro both true

8

and sufficient to explain thoir appearances#"
According to Newton*s theory* light consisted of
corpuscles or particles# "very small Bodies emitted from
shining substances" traveling with enormous velocity#

ho
H© had examined Huygens* geometrical wave theory of light
in the Opticks and rejected it for the sane reason he had
rejected Descartes* vertices in the Principle—both con¬
tradicted physical principles*

Although the experimental

theory of light advanced in the Opticks contained some wave
principles* Kewton thought that It was essentially a fast

9
particle phenomena*

So, theoretically at least, that pro¬

digious quantity of light constantly emitted by the sun
could exert a very groat force*

Golden, boldly assorting

that which Kewton had apparently not decided, made light
one of bio first principles of action in matter, and on the
basis of its particulate nature, tremendous speed, and the
observational evidence that it was diffused throughout the
solar system in great quantities, ho assumed that it had
sufficient force to place the planets in their proper orbits
end start them on their elliptical paths around the cun*

Ee

observed that light was tho only natural phenomenon known
which even remotely had this capability and that it met
another of Hewton* s requirements—"some other Principle is
necessary for conserving Motion”—in that radiation from
tho sun never oeased*

Colden*s theory of light consequent^

ly contained on explanation of an universal phenomenon
which had always puzzled Hewton*

As it was known, or

suspected, that all gross bodies either omitted, reflected,
or refracted light, those infinitely mall but potent

particles could bo tho primary cause of repulsion between

10
bodies* great and small*
Furthermore* declared Coldcn* the speed of light is

11
a constant*

Accepting the calculations of tho Royal

Astronomer* Janes Bradley* ho assumed that the approximate
figure was about 187*000 miles per second*

Coldon could

no more prove this- than could Einstein when ho made the
velocity of light a physical constant in tho restricted
relativity theory* and needless to say tho considerations
behind their conclusions were very different*

In tho ab¬

sence of experimental data* Golden substituted logic*

It

had long been known that an emanation from any body* as
that of light from tho cun, dispersed as tho inverse square

12
of the distance*

Then if light traveled at a constant

velocity, its force diminishing according to tho inverse
square* tho physical factors behind Kopler's third, tho
harmonic law* which described the sesquialteral ratio
between tho planets* average distances and their periodic
times* wore manifest,

Tho orbital place and velocity of

any planet was predetermined by tho fore© of light acting
13
on its particular mass*
Here the physicists* lleuton and Coldon* one a myotic
and tho other probably an agnostic* diverged; for Rcuton
had written in tho Principle that ’’this most beautiful
system of tho sun* planets* and comots could only proceed
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from the cownsol and doitilnsion of on intolligont and
14
powerful Being#"
Whoa- It can© to delimiting physics,
Coldon's adherence to Kowfcon wavered#

Even here the case

is not clear because llewton’ 0 real views about whore physios
ended and faith began ©re not clear#

Tho Intelligent Being

in the Principle referred to Cod} but Golden*0 Intelligent
Being is a mysterious entity, © kind of architect on the
verge of bankruptcy from lack of business, who was invoked
only when physios failed*

Coldan sometimes entertained

the notion that "space is really the Intelligent Being in
which all other Beings ore contained," and he suspected that
"all the different operations of Intelligence must arise
from tho different material systems placed in it#"

15

The

obvious intention of tho American was to go as far as he
could in erecting a purely physical cosmology*

As his

longtime friend, Franklin, wrote, consoling him when pious
persons misunderstood his motives, "*Tis well we are not,
as poor Galileo was, subject to tho Inquisition for Philo¬
sophical Heresy*

My Whispers against the orthodox Doc¬

trine in private Letters, would bo dangerous; your Writing
& Printing would be highly criminal*

As it is, you must

expect eon© Censure, but one Heretic will surely excuse
another#"

16

Colden thought ho had given God his due when,

recognising that this at least lay outside physios, ho
did not inqulro into tho question of how matter Itself
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came to be created*
His contemporaries bad no empirical evidence to
coatradiot Golden* a hypothesis about light*

Many simply

denied it for religious reasons since God was tho cause of
nettor and notion* but such views* as Golden said* were
"much out of my way of thinking*"

franklin*s reaction

could not be so easily dismissed*

He objected to the im¬

plication, which could not be avoided* that the sun* in
continually emitting particles of light* underwent a con¬
stant diminution*

"X am much in the Dark about Light* * * *"

the electrical experimenter admitted to his follow physi¬
cist*

"Must not tho Hun diminish exceedingly by suoh a

Waste of Matter* and the ilanets instead of drawing nearer
to him* as some have feared* recede to greater Distances

17
thro* the lessened Attraction?"

Colden referred his

friend to the Op ticks and added* "If the intervals of tho
vibrations or emissions of infinitely thin surfaces of
Light be in an infinitely small part of timo it may take
a hundred or a thousand years to diminish the suns dlara-
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eter on© Inch*"

Although of course he knew no tiling of

the Second Law of Thermodynamics or of the principle of
entropy* Colden had no choice but to assume that the sun
indeed dissipated its matter as light* that this kept tho
solar system In motion* and he concluded correctly* If
modern science is right* that a time will come when this

,

solar system will no longer exist*
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Since then the theory of light lma undergone many
changes, from Mowton*s and Colden*s small fast particles,
to waves, and then in modern physics when light was rec¬
ognized as merely a small segment in the wide spectrum of
electromagnetic radiation, to that strange phenomenon, a
particle-wave*

Almost a hundred years after Colden pub¬

lished his theory, the pressure of sunlight was at last
actually measured and Ms theory made "liable to exceptions”
experimentally*

Because light, whatever It is, is not

simply high speed particles, it does not exert the pres¬
sure Golden expected*

It does, of course, exert pressure,
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and it Is a cause of motion in innumerable ways*

Modem

science can only guess about what put the planets in thoir
orbits, and gave then their initial velocity*
In a way Colden never dreamed of, there is a modem
theory, the "Duet Cloud Hypothesis” of Harvard astronomer
F# L* Whipple, which would have comforted him for his
having overestimated the force of light*

According to this

theory the cosmic dust that floats In interstollar apace
in quantities equal in mass to all visible matter in the
universe could in the course of some cosmic span of time
condense and coagulate into stars, a process set in motion
by the delicate pressure of starlight*

If this theory is

true, the solar system might have evolved in such a fashion,

r

1*5
Perhaps, Golden, undertaking to compose a cosmology,
cerendipitously arrived at a cosmogony.
Golden* a theory of light, though fundamentally wrong
in sono of its promises, provides a not unique instance in
the history of science of an incorrect hypothesis leading
to apparently true, and certainly very provocative, de¬
ductions*

Light caused notion, and it was the primary

physical causes behind the effects which teuton laid down
as the Second and Third Laws of Motion,

Golden was wrong,

not as a priori theorists who do not consult the phenomena
are wrong, but as physicists are wrong whon nature dis¬
sembles,

Kodom physics recognises four basic “forces”

in nature, including electromagnetism, the generic phe¬
nomena of which light is a part,

Kature and his own ra¬

tionalism had led the American physicist to a partial
truth "across a multitude of errors," some of which were
entirely his own hut most of which belonged to his ago.
Light, dispersing as the inverse square, was the
centrifugal force repelling the planets from the sun.

At¬

traction or gravitation toward the sun also followed the
law of the inverse square as had been proved in the Principle*
Then the causes of repulsion and attraction, Golden de¬
cided, must be closely related, and obviously as forces
affecting the planets, their matrix must bo the central
reference point of the Inverse square, the sun.

Be neatly

avoided the problems in Newton* a hypothesis about the
mechanism of the ether#

As the Third Low of Motion pro¬

scribed that to every action there was on equal and op¬
posite reaction, tho ether Coldon asserted, did nothing
whatever but react any action it received#

It was the

centripetal force because in the presence of inertial
bodies the ether reacted the centrifugal force of light#
It was uniformly distributed in space because "however
snail the distance be, all tho several parts or points of
aether which receive and communicate action must bo con¬
tiguous to each other* * * •"

Golden explained that "This

nay not seem necessary in comunieating motion, yot in com¬
municating any other action, which has no motion, it Is
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necessary that the parts be contiguous#"
One other principle, as described by the First Law
of Motion, inertial matter, or mattor as commonly under¬
stood, completed Golden*a theory*

At one focus of the elt

liptlcally shaped solar system which is actually almost a
circle, the sun communicated to the all-pervasive ether
two actions*

One was motion from light diminishing as tho

inverse square#

The other, an effect of the eun*s inertia,

was resistance to motion, also decreasing as the inverse
square#

As a result tho power of the reactive other in¬

creased at receding distances from the sun according to
the inverse squares "therefore, if anything be placed in
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this sphere of aether, and notion bo communicated to It*
that thing will bo repollod* or scon to bo attracted towards
that center (tbo son)! because the notion is everywhere
more strongly reflected by tbo aether on the sido that is
at the greatest distance from the center* and Is more weak-
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ly reflected on tho wide that i3 nearest the center#"
This theory then presumed to explain the appax*ent stability
of the solar system*

Tho centrifugal and oentrlpotal forces

acting on the planets were light and tho reaction of the
force of light and tboro was literally on equality of action
and reaction*
In a sense Golden had arrived at an embryonic field
theory of gravitation in which tho more presence of inertial
matter* as relativity theory proposes, conditioned the space
around it*

Gravitation was "truly and really pulsion, or

more properly * . * tho effect of the joint notions of the
moving, resisting, and elastlo powers*0

Tho solar system

really vibrated because both light and its reaction by tho
other had a periodicity but this took place in so email a
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fraction of time that it was not perceivable#
Although Golden painstakingly demonstrated the actions
and interactions of his principles of motion with both
fluxions and geometry, his was a physical theory corole*
menting the mathematical theory in tho Frinclnia,

Ilia goal

U8
was different but in a way hie method did not deviate so
much from newton* a as it might seem*

Most modern specialists

suspect that Newton first arrived at the Law of Gravitation
»

by reason, invented fluxions, now called calculus to prove
it, end subsequently translated his proofs into the claasi-
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cal geometries of Euclid and Appolloniua*
That there existed a balance between the centrifugal
and centripetal forces in the solar system which kept the
planets in their orbits had been established in the Principle,
and all Newtonians, including Golden, accepted the fact of
the balance between inertial and gravitational motions*

But

Newton nowhere claimed to have discovered decisively the
causes behind either inertial or gravitational motions, and
while the effect of gravitation might be described by a
single mathematical law, it was obviously an effect pro¬
duced bn an inertial celestial body by at least two forces
as the First Corollary to the Third Law of Motion made
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clear*

Golden claimed that the particular mass of any

planet predetermined a certain distance from the sun where
the centripetal and centrifugal forces would be equal for
it alone*

Thus he supposed that in reality the balance

was between three forces—an inertial body acting and
being acted upon by light and ether*

*

Then he introduced the first corollary to his physical
theory* that any body acted upon by equal and opposite

U9
forces of a periodic nature would move in a right line
perpendicular to the line of those forces with an imparted
degree of motion determined by its mass and tho force of
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light at that distance*
For purposes of explanation, Colden had been forced
to treat hie principles of action in matter as if they had
a separate existence, but he was too wise a physicist to
make that common error of mistaking abstractions for physi¬
cal reality.

Thus, in his proto-field theory of the eight¬

eenth century, lurk some interesting implications*

He

realized, as Einstein did in 1915* that gravitational ef¬
fects in the heavens cannot in reality be separated from
inertial effects*

In Colden*s theory ihertial matter was

in fact a cause of gravity without which it would be

a
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meaningless concept*

Although this simple lesson made

almost no impression on contemporary physicists in his time,
their successors in the twentieth century confronted it
again as the principle of the Equivalence of Gravitation
and Inertias, a keystone in the general theory of relativity*
It is true that if llewton is approached indirectly
through elghteeth century commentators and other latterday Interpreters, Coldon*s physics appears to be deviant,
if net actually antl-Hewtonlan*

It is true that Colden* s

i

pre-eminently rational and utterly secular mind carried
him to conclusions which the cautious Cambridge mathematician

$0
never nado, at least explicitly#

But Colden nevertheless

got his itinerary from Isaac Kewton#

Ke learned his physics
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firsthand from the Prlnclnla—all three editions

—and the

Ootloka, and when these sources themselves are consulted#
the term Kewtonian must include, too, this American theoreti¬
cal physicist who averred that his Principles of Action in
Matter "itself will shew what great advantages has been
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made of Sir Isaac*a discoveries,"
The thirty-one Queries at the end of the Ootlcks are
about light, other, and their interaction with inertial
bodies#

They do not literally contain Colden*s theory,
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but all the elements are there#

The chain of logic

which Colden followed from the Laws of Motion in the Prlnclpla
to the principles of motion in the Qptlcks to the Principles
of Aotlon in Matter may have taken a remarkable direction,
but it was not devious or quixotic#
The principles of motion which Colden postulated did
not lend themselves to experimental investigation by any
methods or instruments in use in the eighteenth century#
Inertia and light (and perhaps the ether) had already
claimed the attention of the most gifted of experimenters,
Kewton himself#

But as first causes or physical principles,

they were inseparable and as non-experimental as their ef¬
fect, gravity#

Colden could, and did, put his theory to

the only possible test—that of "conformity with the
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phenomena” % h© compared his "theorems tilth the most ac¬
curate observations of astronomers1' very assidlously#
first with those of the seventeenth century Royal Astron¬
omer# John Flamsteed, which Kewton had used in the System
of tb© World# and later tilth th© observations of the Royal
Astronomer# Bradley# whose mid-eighteenth century obser¬
vations are the oldest to fall within the margin of error
allowed by modern astronomy#
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Einstein# unimpressed by its "ghostly existence#"
discarded tlie ether#

It had always eluded laboratory

science even when it became the subject of one of the most
famous experiments of modern times#
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Keither 1. exit on nor

Golden expected that it could be captured in a test tube
and weighed on a balance#

Rewton had expressly stated in

the Ontlcks why the ether could not have certain propertiest
"And against filling the Heavens with fluid Mediums# un¬
less they be exceedingly rare# a groat Objection arises
from the regular and very lasting notions of the Planets
and Comets in all mar.ner of Courses through the Heavens#
For thenco it is manifest, that the Heavens are void of
all sensible Resistance# and by coneequenoo of all sen3ible Matter#"

3U

Colden took a short step beyond this and

postulated an elastic# reflective ether which had no
inertia at all#

But it must exist because "nothing

acts whoro it is not# therefore if any thing exert any
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action at a distance, this action must be communicated thru
that distance, by son© medium from the place of the acting
thing, to tho place where tho action is communicated*"
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For Coldon, who was by no noons unique in thinking so, tho
other hod as ranch reality as gravitation for without tho
other gravitation was physically inexplicable*
Hewton had imagined an other not uniformly distributed
in space whoso increasing density at increasing distances
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from the sun would account for tho effect of gravitation*
Leonard Euler, Coldon*o most distinguished scientific
critic, also supposed that the ether was tho cause of gravity*
"But,” ho declared, unlike tho American philosopher, ”1 took
a nothodo very different and very conformable to the princi**
pies of mechanics*

for I showed, that tho other must be in

a very great motion near the Celestial Bodies which decreases
in proportion to its distance from them*

Then it is certain

from tho Haturo of Fluids, that thoir pressure is least

\ihcn
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the Motion is most rapid*"

Euler did not cay what

put his fluid in motion, but he assumed that it was grad*
ually losing its motion and that tho solar system would
in time collapse into the sun*

If all theso other theories

were wrong, theoretical physicists then had an unsuspected
adversary-~Kature*
Colden could not comprehend that increasingly preva¬
lent point of view which Einstein dosoribed as "in the

beginning (if there was such a thing) God created llewton1 o
laws of notion together with the necessary masses and forces
This is all* ♦ * *”

3Q

Doubtlessly* it represented the sin*

ploot solution to an infinitely complicated problem* and it
did not inhibit mathematical physicists in their pursuit
of invariable effects or laws*
to

M

But Golden*s purpose was

accomplish a complete physical description”
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by fol-

lowing the Kewtonion injunction to "deduce Causes from Ef¬
fects*” end mathematical descriptions, like that in the •
Prlnoipia. were only the beginning* not the end* of scienco*
Hany of Golden* s critics did not fully understand that
the PrIncinla presented a set of mathematically derived
laws which* to all appearances* fitted nature but that it
nowhere demonstrated mature must ever fit the Laws*

neither

of those great ones of theoretical physios* llewton and Ein¬
stein* over confused mathematical abstractions with physical

IpO

truth*

But many physicists of the eighteenth century end

later seemed to have neglected to make this distinction*
or they proceeded as Leonard Euler did and inquired "into
«•

the laws of equilibrium and motion of this sort of bodies
fluids * * * little troubled whether or not such bodies
exist in the world#”

ia

Golden recognised the potency of

the mathematical method and the usefulness of mathematical
thoorios* but ho was also aware of their limitations*
know that this method would not lead to the eought-for

Be

physical theory of which there had boon an intimation
ln tll

° jirincipia and an explicit formulation in the Queries

to tho Optlcks,
Coldcn apent forty years deducing and perfecting hie
theory before he published the Explication in 171*5*

The

interaction of only throe forces, those he had postulated,
would serve to account for almost all natural motions—
attractive, repulsive, and cohesive*

They had boen ab¬

stracted from tho "Phenomena1* almost by a process of ab¬
scissa infinite

It was a sickle physical theory whoso

referents and implications wore not simple.

Golden searched

during the remaining thirty years of his life for the pro¬
per audience.

But the eighteenth century had not drawn

operational lines between physics and metaphysics*

It did

not understand the physics in the Principles of Action In
Hatter, but it detected there an apparent metaphysical
doctrine which it did not like.

That soientiflo "material-

r

lm" in which Coldon lies so close to tho twentieth century
was his undoing in his own time*
The Principles of Action in Hatter begins with on
epistemological statement, oven though its author showed
a fine disregard for philosophy when he couldj

but

Golden was aware that epistemology was the one branch of
philosophy which physics has never been able to avoid, for
"science without epistemology is—insofar as it is thirls able
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at all~~prirrj.tivo and middled*"

Lifted out of its

archaic context and vocabulary* Colden* s theory of knowl—
edgo probably does not deviate very nuch from that of nod°m science because the subject natter is the came—the
behavior of natter*
Golden wont no further than scientific considerations
required* "Philosophy physios
ho wot©, wlo tho ob~
Ject of Reason not of our sensations for it is plain we
cannot from then discover things really as they are and
yet our senses are necooscry for this pumoso for without
sensations wo could not know that anything- exists*" hh
Reasoning about sensations was tho source of knowledge for
"wo have no knowledge of substances* or any being* or any
thing, abstracted from the action of that thing or being * , *
that is* of the action of that thing on our censes* * * *
For if any thing produced no alteration in our senses* it
is impossible for us to know such a thing exists * * *
Every thing that we know* is an agent, or has a power of
acting* * * • Tho moment any thing ceases to act it rmot
k$
bo annihilated as to us*"
Ho followed Ret/ton in opposing
that "virtue sine Substantia subsist ere non potostnj thoro*
foro it wa3 proper to postulate substances if thoy could be
inferred from action* When tho effects of action were in-*
vwiablo, thoy must likewise have invariable causes since
by tho Second Rulo of Reasoning "to tho son© natural cffocts *
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wo must# 68 far as possible assign the same causes*

n

Coldon labored diligently without success to overturn
the prevailing conception which viewed natter as altogether
passive*

Matter, could, and did, act, t/ithout there being

any notion; Tor oxar.plo* ho said, I am matter and 1 think,
yet no motion can be seen*
Hewton did not define matter in tho Principle because
he had no occasion; bis was a system of abstract masses in
notion*

But Golden who undertook to reconstruct the real

physical system had need of a tern to denominate whatever
it was which had the power of acting, and ho adopted the
word natter*
If the idea or conception which tho action of
any thing excites in us, bo such, that at the
sane tine we perceive that the thing Itself,
endowed with the power of acting, must be of
some shape, or that it nay be divided Into
parts, or lessoned by the taking away of parts,
it is then conceived to be of some quantity*
Any thing which is conceived to be of seme quan¬
tity, is corsoonly called matter.47
The most familiar matter was that which affected the
sense of touch "first considered as a force or power by
Uewton, under the nano of vis lnertiae*"

Colden referred

to it as resisting natter, because its action, tho only
way things could be known, consisted simply of resisting
change*

Resisting natter in a state of rest could act

to resist an independent force, provided It was not too

40

largo, without there being any notion*
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A long end happy semantic imbroglio# a kind of dis¬
pute in which Colden’ o physics often embroiled him# de¬
veloped, between the physicist end Dr* Samuel Johnson of
Connecticut# the future President of King’s College# over
this ascription of action to inertial matter*

Colden took

his definition of the via inertlac from the Principle*

k9

and he added# "the power of resisting either coco some¬
thing or nothing; if it do any thing# it acts; if it do
nothing# it does not resist in contradiction to what is
supposed*

Ttcroforo that resisting is acting * * * can-
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not be denied without falling into an absurdity^,"

But

his theological friend denied the necessity for physical
causation# and he doubted not only Golden’s arguments but
Kewton’s authority*
The correspondence between those two cannot fail to
fascinate any American intellectual historian*

Although

the principals themselves did not realize it# their inter¬
change in the American wilderness was between a Newtonian
physicist and a Bcrkolian philosopher# both sincere men
who used the came words but spoke in different languages#
That Colden assigned "first causes" to mattor shocked
the devout Johnson# who examined but could not read Yalo
College’s oopy of the Prlnclnla* while Colden road# but
as ho said# could not understand Berkeley’s books*
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The epistemological introduction to tho Principles of Action
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Matter probably was a result of those difficulties
which Colden had already encountered in establishing a
mutual frame of reference with Johnson*

He never succeeded

though both worked at it with the boat will; but their
"conceptions” or definitions# as might be expected# wore
entirely different} and apparently# it was Colden# the
Kcwtonian scientist# who had the moat uncommon conceptions*

5

The Colden-Johnson correspondence testified to the
physicist1s willingness to moderate hio language# if not
his premises* when his audience clearly could not be led
to share the secular# scientific point of viet**

If John¬

son required that Golden’s "first causes” be demoted to
secondary causes before ho could view them with detachment
as scientific hypotheses# Colden had no objection to chang¬
ing names*

Ho cuoh problem arose* of course# with Franklin#

but in writing to the disciple of the Bishop# "the free¬
dom requisite to Philosophy” allowed him to attack Berkeley
but not Berkeley’s and Johnson’s God*
I think the D** has made the greatest Collection
in this & hio other writings of indistinct &
indogeoted conceptions from the writings of both
the Ancients & moderns that I ever met with in
any one mans performances and that ho has the art
of pusling & confounding hie readers in an elegant
stilo • * « and that he is as great an abuser of
the use of words as any one of these he blames
most for that fault,53
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Ho did not write to Johnson with that complete
“Freedom requisite to Philosophy" that correspondence
with come of hio fellow scientists permitted#

It is in

his eolontifio correspondence end in hie unpublished manu¬
scripts that the arch-rationalist in a rational universo
holds sway*
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Samuel Johnson objected to Golden1& vis Inertleo
acting# and Franklin objected to the particulate theory
of light#

Bara Stiles of Yalo Collego# who did not under¬

stand it# rejected Golden’s conception of tho other#

Thus

tho physicist found no agreement among his American critics#
Ho patiently answered all objections which cone his way#
but understandably he did not modify his theory#

Ho mot

only assertions offered without proof and often in a con¬
text which impugned their validity as scientific criticisms#
One American contemporary, John Winthrop of Harvard# night#
as a Hewtonion physicist# have boon a competent critio#
But oven Winthrop was not a thoorotieal physicist# and
there is no evidence that ho and Golden over net cither in
person or in print#
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If Golden’s physics had any other source than Howton#
patently it was not one of his follow Americans.

Though

many tried# none ever claimed to understand his book#

When

he died in 177&# An "old sinner" whoso apostasy extended#
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in a grand way, to politics# religion, and as bio con¬
temporaries wore convinced, aclenco, Stiles recorded in
bio diary that ho physicist had shown
contempt Tor American learning,n

tt

a superlative
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The greater liveli¬

hood is that Golden with reason had a profound skepti¬
cism about the ctato of American science,
Horo surprisingly, Golden*e theory caused equal per¬
plexities and elicited no better criticism In England and
on the continent,

The interest of physicists and philoso¬

phers led to the translation of Coldcn*o difficult work
int overman and French as well as the appearance of the
pirated edition of the Explication in London,

But in the

end trans-Atlantic critics had little more to offer re¬
garding this all-encompassing thoory than Colden*s follow
colonials*

Ono ^eminent mathematician” In tho Royal

Society said It was an obvious case of plagiarism, that
the American must have stolen tho manuscript of sezao
European scientist, but this man, Follow Ector Collinaon
assured Colden, was known to bo a "littlo touched in his
pericranium,”

Another Follow made the categorical state¬

ment that Colden was mistaken in everyone of his conjectures,
an unequivocal but also unsound judgment*
Leonard Euler*s reading of tho Principles of Action^
in Hatter must have been eurcory and probably ho did not
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conploto it*

The "American Philosopher/* said Euler,

attacked "the best Established propositions of tho late
Sr Isaac Hewton, by maintaining upon reasons destitute of
all Foundations, that a planet being attracted towards
the Sun in a reciprocal Ratio of the Square of the dis¬
tances, & haveing approach*d tho Sun till its perihelion
cannot afterwards move again from the Cun to its aphelion*
This would have been, had Coldon been guilty, an egregious
error indeed because it amounted to denying tho very ex¬
istence of tho solar system,

Eulor made a broad jump to

bis conclusions by misinterpreting a passage in the Pre¬
face to Colden*s book*

But then he doubtlessly had more

interest in advertising tho merits of his own theory about
tho cause of gravity before England*s Royal Society than
in mastering the abstruse treatise of an obscure colonial*
Having described his own theory, ho concluded, "If Kr
Golden had taken this method He would perhaps have Suc¬
ceeded Better#"

His comments were read before tho Royal

Society, and they did Coldon irreparable harm with that
body whose Fellows for the most part understood neither
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theory but knew Euler*s reputation.
Golden* s book makes unusual demands on several ac¬
counts,

Following tho pattern of the Principle* it often

advanced many propositions whloh Golden knew to be false
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in order to test their consequences by ’’conformity to the
phenomena,” and it contained many hypothetical oases, in¬
cluding the ono that Holer apparently misunderstood, which
could easily be misleading out of their context,
Euler*s attention had been caught by a complicated
series of deductions in the Preface by which Golden meant
to solvo a very real and very important problem,

Howton

had proved ’’that if a body moves subject to a centripetal
force varying inversely as the square of the distance, the
path of tho body must bo a conic sections an ellipse, a
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parabola, or hyperbola,”

and it was a fact of observation

that planets moved in ellipses*
doubted it*

Certainly Colden never

The problem ho attempted to solve was this:

Supposing a Planet to move in an Ellipsis then a gravi¬
tation reciprocal to the square of the distance clearly
follows but to mo Sir Isaac has not clearly shewn that
from the powers which regulate a planets notion it must
novo in an Ellipsis which I have attempted to do , * •
what I want to know, tjhy it describes this curve rather
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than any other, , ,

Planets would move in ellipses

as long as their velocity was neither too groat or too
small, and Colden tried to explain by physical principles
what produced the proper velocities insuring the plane¬
tary elliptical orbits.
In 1755* four years after its publication, John Dovis ,
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a Fellow of the Royal Society and a noted astronomer,
volunteered to examino Colden*s theory and tho related
astronomical data which had been added as manuscript ad*
denda.

Colden stated his case plainly and asked astron¬

omer Bevis for an expert opinion*
If tho deductions I make which do not follow
from sr Isaac theory alone be found to agree
with tho most accurate observations I shall
not only bo persuaded of the truth of my
principles but likewise of their use# These
are 1 That the procession of the Equinox is
not equal through the year but swifter near
tho Equinoxes than at the Solstices 2 That
tho obliquity of the Ecliptic is continually
changing through the year greater in the Win¬
ter Solotioe than in the steamer & greatest at
the Equinoxes & Lastly which is the greatest
consequence in Astronomy that the Earths ro¬
tation on its axis is not as hitherto op¬
posed equal through the year but the rotation
is swifter as the Earth approaches the Sun#62
Colden thus outlined a kind of exporinentum cruels
which eighteenth century astronomy oculd not perform be¬
cause its instruments wore not good enough#

Royal Astron¬

omer Bradley reported to Bevis that recent observations
at Greenwich gave some indication that Colden*s second
hypothesis might be true but that ho did not have enough
data to render a final judgment#
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In truth, all of Col¬

den* s deductions were false in that they were not tho ef¬
fects of his supposed causes, but the underlying assumption—that inequalities in the earth* s motion could be
oxpocted to occur at the earth*0 perihelion—had a good
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rational foundation.

Be vis knew that Golden’s predictions

were based on his theory of light which placed the English
astrononer in something of a dilemma,

Ho could neither

affirm nor deny the predictions with astronomical obser¬
vations but ho rejected the theory from which they had
been derived for metaphysical reasons,

’’But if motion &

direction by essential to Light,” ho wrote, ”then It has
an absolute elective power of moving this way or that way,
independent of any extrinsic!: Agent} but into what un¬
fathomable Depths, both in Philosophy and Divinity such
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a notion lend?”

This reply could only pusale Coldcn

who had never assumed that light had an ”elective power”
of movement.

The basia of Bevia* objections become all

too clear a year later when he warned Colden via his
nephew that ”he apprehended the use which the Materialists
would make of an hypothesis which supplied the grand
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Desideratum in their System,”

The physicist had been

again disappointed! he had appealed to science and had
been answered with metaphysics.
By 1763 the seventy-five year old natural philosopher,
despairing that he had made no converts and loaded down
with the responsibilities of chief executive of an unruly
colony, had deposited the last unpublished revision of
the Principles of Action in Hatter in University Library,
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Edinburgh, which he had last visited almost fifty years
before#

He expressed come bepo about a raoro dispassionate

and less frivolous future generation perceiving that to
which his own hod been blind#

In physics, for all his

undoubted genius, Isaac Kewton had not pretended to say
the final word; he had asked as many questions as he had
answered#

Kewton had as he himself insisted "been only

like a boy, playing on the seashore, and diverting myself
in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier
shell than ordinary, while the great ocean of truth lay
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all undiscovered before rao»”
The colonial theoretical physicist has been accused
on somewhat.flimsy ovidence of having labored on his cost¬
ly anytime consuming magnum opus solely for ambition’s
sake#

He desired fame and honor, but that does not

wholly account for that remarkable document, the Principles
of Action in Matter# the Gravitation of Bodies# and the
Motion of the Planets# explained from those Principles#
Golden was a gifted botanist, the first in the colonies
to mas tor the then new Linnoon system of taxonomy, which
led to a correspondence with the famous Swedish naturalist,
and to the "species of immortality” accorded those who
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have e botanical genus named for thorn#

Had the American

pursued botany rather than physics, he would have en¬
countered no difficulty in attaining tho covoted P#R#S#
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The attitude of the Royal Society toward colonial natu¬
ralists, particularly those who were university trained
as Coldon was, showed marked cordiality*
As ho doubtlessly knot/, it cost him possible fame
and almost certain popularity to give up botany, in which
his frontier environment weighed as a positive clement,
and take up theoretical physios*

The odds against writ¬

ing e successful sequel to the Frlnclnla were enormous
and ho had °Keason to fear that this Attempt will not
only be blamed, as bold and rash, but will bo look*d
upon as vain and foolish, as not to do servo a reading, or
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any Consideration,”

However, the combination of the

riddle in the Frincinla* a “taste for the exact sciences,”
and an extraordinary imagination was irresistible, and
once' he received the initial Impulse, all else followed
from inertia*
Ironically, Cadwallader Golden*s premature attempt
to explicate Kewton*s Laws of Motion and of Gravitation
could have met Einstein*a three criteria for a good
scientific hypothesis* "A theory Is the more ir^ressive
the greater the simplicity of its promises is, the more
different kinds of things it relates, and the more ex-
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tended is its area of applicability*0

CHAPTER HI
THE SYSTEM OP THE WORLD
Obeying the Kowtonian precept "to deduce Causes from
Effects,** Golden had derived a general and fundamental
physical theory from tho phenomena via those general end
fundamental effects—-the Lays of Hot ion*

His purpose, to

solve tho riddle In tho Principle by discovering its acevened but unnamed causes and so to bind Hew ton* a mathematic
cal theory inextricably to physical reality, determined
his method*

lie sifted the phenomena looking for Invariable

causes for tho known invariable effects, and he found
inertial natter, light, and other*

The simplicity of

Haturo which Isaac Kewton had been forced to assume be¬
fore ho deduced tho System of the World, Coldon hoped and
believed ho could demonstrate by explaining all the multifarious phenomena in Haturo as tho effects of tho Inter¬
action of his physical causes*
But to demonstrate tho simplicity of nature, Colden
unavoidably had to introduce a more detailed account of
the real nature of his three postulated substances, and
his conception of matter became complex and highly so¬
phisticated, though still, up to a point, thoroughly
Newtonians
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The resisting substance is collected into
largo quantities or bodies, such as the Planets#
Those again consist of smaller bodies, and the
smaller bodies may be divided into smaller parts,
Hot only tho great bodies aro observed to bo
at a groat distance from each other, but like¬
wise the smallest compounding parts aro sep¬
arated from each other at groat distances, in
proportion to their bulk, co that the quantity
of space occupied by resisting matter bears but
a small proportion to space void of rosioting
matter# Every part of space, not occupied by
the resisting substance, is filled with ether,
not only between the great bodies, but llkowiso
betuecn tho smallest divisions or compounding
parts of bodies# . # • bine© Eight has no
power of resisting, and is therefore pene¬
trable, it does not exclude tho ether from the
sane place in which it is oither within a
body or in space#1
Vdmt Golden contributed to this essentially Ilovtonian
vievx of the structure of bodies wero causes since it
followed from his theory that the centrifugal and centri¬
petal forces of light and other which created and held
together the solar system would also cause certain parti¬
cles to cohere into bodies of various sizes, the deter¬
mining factor being the nature of the resisting matter#
For just as the phenomena of colors indicated varieties
of light, tho Infinite variation in material bodies made
Golden suppose that there must be many different species
of resisting matter#

Both logic and observation led

him to adduce these species of resisting matter, and his
description of their general properties and differences
brought him very close to the idea of chemical elements
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which were to bo diccovorod in tho nineteenth century by

2
tho experimental not hod#
After the publication of his theory, all of Golden*©
science, whether physics, astronomy, or physiology, was
designed to servo two ends: to show that ho had "not been
superficial or indolent In proving tho truth of my Theory
a Posteriori by its conformity with tho phenomena,"
to explain tho phenomena with his theory.

3

and

Ho bogan with

tho cause of gravitation in tho Explications six years
later in tho Principles of Action in Hatter in which the
Explication became the first two chapters, ho added an
account of tfco other phenomena in tho solar oystcraj and in
tho final unpublished version of his book ho included
chapters on those subjects which were then considered
fundamental in physics—pneumatics, optics, electricity,
the cohesion of bodies, and a pioneer essay in biophysics
which contained an unusual hypothesis about the cause of
life itself,
Thus, the Lieutenant Governor of Lew York who hod
"once thought of attempting an explication of Eir Isaac
Kewton's Optlcks, as a farther Proof of the doctrine I
attempt to teach,"

u in the

end did just that.

He united

the Principle and the Optlcks with his theory and subsumed
in a single physical synthesis these two treatises whioh
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supposedly represented diverso bents* mathomitleal and
experimental, of Newton* s scientific genius# All his
life Golden remained firmly convinced* ”that were Sir
Isaac Newton alive* ho would not think there were any
thing In ray Principles contradictory to what ho has dem¬
onstrated, on the contrary that it would give him pleasure,
to find that any person, by the assistance which ho has
given the world, has boon able to go a little farther than
be has done#"

5

By any standard this was a grand design and an al¬
together awesome undertaking for an old man who after 1?60
acted most of the time as chief exocxitive of on increasingly
rebellious colony#

As Golden could not work at it sys¬

tematically, the results of his application of his theory
to the "phenomena” seem fragmentary and uneven#

And be¬

yond a certain point they become formidably difficult for
the historian because Colden presupposed an eighteenth
century expert knowledge of all that diverse "phenomena”
with which ho dealt, as he had presupposed a more than
superficial knowledge of Newton*s work when he first ad¬
vanced his theory of action in matter#

For this reason

It is not possible for an historian who does not share
Colden* s background in the whole spectrum of the eight¬
eenth oentury sciences to Judge the success or failure of
his cosmology#

But the historian encounters no difficulty

n
In perceiving the grand design, the massive knowledge
which lay behind it, and the enormous amount of tine and

effort devoted to its execution*
It was typical of Colden*s character that when Govern
nor William Trycn* s arrival In the spring of 1775 at last
allowed him to retire, at the ago of eighty-seven, to his
estate on Long Island, he spent the final year of his life
composing several queries of his own about some phenomena
(heat and electricity) he thought must be closely related

6
effects of light#

Although ho hod boon born the year

of England*a Glorious Revolution and this was tho year of
the American Revolution, Cold on refused to bo diverted
either by age or war once his goal had been fixed#
His physical causes, each heurlatlcally sought for
in the phenomena with the Laws of Motion and identified
by its peculiar appropriate action, provided a point for
7
departure in any direction# Matter "pre-existed”;
light
gave motion, and the ether imitated "the manner of acting

8
of every power those aotion it receives*"

The primary

effects of this Interacting set of oauses were tho Laws
9
of Motion and of Gravitation#
Then physics—matter in
motion—was obviously the foundation of all science#
the simplicity of nature assured the unity of science,
the unity of scleneo could be used to demonstrate the

If
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simplicity of Hattire* and this view of nature and of science
created the natural philosopher as inevitably as the spe¬
cialisation and fragmentation of the sciences in the next
century erased him*
Golden had a good scientific education* consuming
curiosity about natural phenomena* and indefatigable in¬
dustry*

When these are added to those particular eighty-

eight years—the last decade of the seventeenth and the
first three-quarters of the eighteenth century—that rather
fabulous career in science* itself only an avocation* as
physician* botanist* historian and proto-anthropologist*
inventor* astronomer* mathematician and pre-eminently*
theoretical physicist* does not seem so strange*

For

better and worse* Golden vias par excellence an eighteenth
oentury natural philosopher*

Still he was too much a

scientist for contemporary philosophers and too much a
theorist for contemporary scientists*
"The state of the Case seems to be this*" his corre¬
spondent in the Royal Society wrote him* "that every one
is so Satisfied with

S?

Isaacs

system

that they have no

10
Curiosity to Examine yours*"

So Golden had the misfor¬

tune to propose a grand hypothesis at a time when science
entertained on odd notion that it had outgrown hypothesismaking*

It took a while for him to realize that "hypotheses
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non fln^o" had somehow acquired the sanction of a low#
This unexpected development genuinely pusalod the old
Koutonian physicist*

When it at last became clear to him

what had happened, his reaction revealed that special
kind of wisdom with which he must bo credited, and a not
so faint ironyi "Everything of theory or of Hypothesis
as some choose to oall it, is much out of reputo in Eng¬
land* * * ," ho observed, and this in his opinion did
not promise well for science*

For when had "any improve¬

ment in Physics or in Medicine been made otherwise than

*

by assuming some general Theorem hypothetically at first
in order to exstminine it by the Phenomena* * * *

It is

true a general knowledge of the phenomena must i5receed
the forming of any rational hypothesis and where this
knowledge is evidcntally wanting the Hypothesis Justly
exposes the person who proposes it, to ridicule*" But
science was made viable by its hypotheses#

tihat was

Copernicus* "System of Astronomy" when he proposed it
but o "meer Hypothesis, and was look*d on as an absurd one
by tho greatest number of astronomers * * * and what is
Sir Isaac’s gravitation or mutual attraction but Moor
Hypothesis, which has no other proof but conformity to
the Phenomena, , * #”

Even "Descartes Philosophy set in¬

quisitive minds to Vforki and bad he never wrote his
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Philosophic Romance* wo night perhaps at this day havo
remained pleased with the Jargon of tho schools* , # #n
True* "tho world has been pestered with wild romantic
Hypotheses* hut I know not* that they havo been nor© prejudicial than Romances, of another kind, which have been

11
more favorably received,"
If Golden1s grand hypothesis which failed thus falls
without tho purview of science, it falls squarely within
that of intellectual history because its context was o
remarkable digest of eighteenth oentury scientific knowl¬
edge molded with a sot of assumptions which are also pe¬
culiarly eighteenth century#
encyclopedic*

It is informed and it Is

But as Colden addressed himself almost ex¬

clusively to fellow professionals—physiolstc* astronomers*
mathematicians, physicians* and naturalists—it is also
for tho most part highly technical*
From the historical point of view Golden and his
critics offer an Interesting study in tho varieties of
eighteenth century Hewtonlanlsm*

It Is even poesiblo

to follow his slow realisation of the mutations that had
occurred since ho had graduated from tho University of
Edinburgh in 1705*

Ho discovered to his astonishment that

all Uowtonian scientists in tho mid-eighteenth century
were not students of tho Principle and tho Optlckg,

Although at first Golden had beon impressed by the
widespread interest in his Explication, he was in time
disillusioned*

His physical theory had been mistaken for

a piece of metaphysical materialism*

Abraham Gottheld

Kaatner* the professor at the University of Leipzig who
translated the Explication into German* compared it with
Leibnitz^ philosophical system and pronounced it* "Masmis

12
tanen cxcidit ausis,"

A "French Gent” reported. ”11

^

13

a blen donna la torture a nos raetaphyolclens*"

By 1756

Golden was taking pains to see that his papers on physics
and astronomy were submitted exclusively to "the examina¬
tion of Gentlemen, most conversant in Isaac Kowton*s

14
Philosophy*"

Ha found little satisfaction in an audience

which viewed science in toms of its usefulness as a but¬
tress or as a scapegoat for its philosophical or theo¬
logical convictions*

The "first causes" in hie Explication

became simply and less provocatively "principles*"
That physics "is the object, of reason*" Coiden laid
down as a major premise of his science because he had to;
just as Kewton had been foroed to postulate the simplicity
of Nature in the third book of the Principle*

Coiden did

not assign to human reason any transcendental qualities*
It was simply the only instrument available to an eight¬
eenth century theoretical physicist with which he night
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correct that notoriously unreliable instrument—human
perception*

And Golden had ever before bin the greatost

example of the efficacy of reason applied to science that
man had produced—Kevton*s Frlnclnla*

To construct a

physical theory he had no choice but to rely on rational**
ism as a method; but he carefully pointed out that reason
after all had its roots in sense perceptions and further**
morel
If we had not from things external to us the
sensations of pleasure and pain* appetites and
aversions, none of which exist in the things
external to us and we perceived all things only
really os they are we might be fine philosophers
but we could not be men. We should not be able
from our infancy to take the necessary oare for
food, choose the good and avoid the evil, with¬
out the appetities and sensations vo now have*
We could have none of the social pleasures nor
the appetites necessary for continuing the
species*
* * * without sensations we could not
know that anything exists#1-*
So that method, rationalistic and mathematical, which
Colden adopted did not imply any absolute faith in the
powers of the human mind*

But knowing, as he did, exactly

what he wanted to do—to build a bridge of physical causes
between the Principle and tho ’’phenomena’1—-there was no
alternative in bis time to tho method he tcok#

Colden

thought Kewton had discovered the fundamental laws and
that in this direction his work was torrainali yet the
mathematical method bad produced no causes*

And although

Colden admired the experimental method of his friend,

Franklin* be know that within the compass of hie lifetime
neither would it load to those fundamental causes behind
the fundamental la:;s#
Once Golden was convinced that ho had found the
causes* b© published his theory in the Explication.

Then

he attacked that monumental task of deriving”the rest
of the phenomena of Eaturo by tho some kind of reasoning
from mechanical principles* . * ♦"

Be was well aware

that in physics and astronomy his eighteenth century knowl
edge about the "phenomena" hardly surpassed that to which
fiewton had had access* but the challenge to tie Kewton*s
hints into a coherent whole was irresistible*

Besides

Golden*s physical theory implied a cosmology as certainly
as the Law of Gravitation Implied the System of the World*
although he warned his readerst "As to tho other parts of
this work* which are conjectural or physical matters* and
given only as hints to those who may inclino to mak© a
more particular and Just inquiry* it is thought thoy do
not deserve a formal introduction: they ar© submitted to
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the generosity of the reader for their reception# **
The most original and as it turned out most problem¬
atic part of Golden’s theory* that which ellolted the
greatest number of objections from physicists and philoso¬
phers alike* was his cause of motion#

Many physicists

.
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3

including Kewton theorized about the cause of gravity,
but postulating a first cause of motion seemed close to,
if indeed not outright, heresy#

But Golden only con¬

sidered the physical evidence and there was altogether
too much of it pointing to the sun as the source of mo¬
tion and "none to contradict it."

When Kepler astro¬

nomical Laws were added to Kewton*s universal Law of
Gravitation end when these were supported by on abun¬
dance of terrestlal phenomena—"When we see all animal
and vegetable motion, and the fluidity of liquors in¬
creased or lessened, by the approach or withdrawing of
the sun . # # we are naturally led to the rays of the
sun or light as the eause of motion#"

It was very clear

that bodies received "much of their Activity from the
Particles of Light which enter their Composition," as
Hewton had observed#

So postulating light as a cause of

motion ran contrary neither to received fact nor pre¬
vailing opinion among physicists, but that it was the
initial cause raised objections to which Golden replied:
"Is‘it not more probable that motion everywhere arises
from the same cause?”

And as for his hypothesis about

light, sometimes "there are strong proofs of it and other

17
times probable and no phenomena to contradict it#"
Particles of light decreasing in density as the
inverse square would act as a centrifugal force on the
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16
materlao vis lnertiae

of a planet and would determine

its distance from the sun if there was an equal and opopoaite centripetal force also obeying the law of the in¬
verse square, as Newton had proved there was.

Or, as

Colden calculated, "the mean distances of the planets
are in the ratio of their diameters directly, and the
square root of the quantity of matter contain*d in them

19
reciprocally,"

because the "action of light is on the

surface of bodies but the action of ether is on every

20
part or particle, which compose them."

Newton had

expressly pointed out in the Principle that the planets
"could by no means have at first derived the regular
position of the orbits themselves" from his laws of

21
gravity,

but the places of the orbits would be fixed

by Colden*s physical causes.
The pressure exerted by light acting on the masses
of the planets not only determined their distances but
also their velocities, for "the degrees of motion in the
rays is sufficient to give motion to the planets," and
the degree of motion "communicated must be in a ratio
reciprocal to the squares of the distances from the sun,
22.

as the motion of the planets is found to be."

Where¬

as Newton in the first Corollary to the third haw of
Motion had shown that "a body, acted on by two forces
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simultaneously, will describe the diagonal or a parol-

23
lelograro,"

Colden, who never questioned this, was led

by his concern with the cause of notion to consider the
physical history of these ’’two forces*"

They were "oblique¬

ly joined,” in the geometrical demonstration of Corol¬
lary X, but since Colden could discover no source or
o&uso in the direction of a planet*s inertial motion, he
felt free to postulate that*
Light communicates its action of motion to
resisting bodies, if nothing hinder in the
direction of its rays; but if the action of
Light be obstructed in that direction, it
communicates its action in any other direetion in which it meets with the least re¬
sistance*^

\

Accepting Colden*s premises the direction of least re¬
sistance would be in a line perpendicular to that con¬
necting a planet to the cun, thus light gave a planet
what became its inertial motion in that direction*

And

in physical reality, Colden argued "Sr Isaac Kewton’s
first corollary to his third Law of Motion, follows more
clearly from this general law of action of Light, than

25
it doos from the Law to which it is a corollary,"
It followed that the "reactions
resistance

of both light and

by the ether on the opposite sides of the

planet equidistant from the sun, are equal, and being
contrary to each other, destroy the effect of each other,

26
and consequently there is no resistance in that direction,"
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and a planet followed the path of no resistance*

Ita

velocity varied because the motion of a planet "becomes
a compound action of both moving and resisting and this

27
compound action is called momentum by Sir Isaac Newton*"
The resisting power* or mass* of a planet did not vary*
but its motion must vary with tho amount of light, thus
the observed increase in velocity at the perihelion and
that oscillatory motion of the planets in their orbits*
So perfectly balanced were these physical forces determining a planet1s orbit, "that the motion of the planets
in the heavens may subsist an exceedingly long tine*"
Golden, adding Newton*s hypothesis about the ether to
this Proposition in tho Principle and to the obser¬
vation in the Opticks that "it is manifest* that the
Heavens are void of all sensible Resistance* and by con¬
sequence of all sensible Hatter" made a not unreasonable
inference from Newton when he postulated an ether without

28
inertia*

Tho inertial motion "continued by the resist¬

ing power of the planet is increased by the light from
the sun in an aritbematical progression decreasing from
the sun; so that it goes farther from the cun by its re¬
als ting power than it could by the action of light alone"}
and this momentum becomes a factor in its elliptical

29
orbit*
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As the earth revolved around the sun Impelled by
sunlight, so the moon revolved around the earth impelled
by the same set of physical causes on a smaller scale*
Their mutual gravitation added to the gravitation of the
sun produced the effects of the precession of the equinoxes
and that small inequality in the motion of precession* on¬
ly recently discovered when Colden was writing, nutation.
Golden acknowledged that gravitation between the
planets would produce perturbations in their movements
"that cannot be observed except by the largest and nicest

30
instruments, , *

One proof against the Principle*a

containing, as many have supposed, a ”world machine” was
that Newton did not solve the problem of perturbations.
Indeed he belloved that these irregularitioo produced
by the mutual gravitation of three or more bodies, could
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only be corrected by the intervention of God,

The theory

of perturbations, one of the triumphs of eighteenth century
mathematical physics, had not been developed at the time
Colden published hie book,

Understandably, in his pro¬

posal of a method based on the fluxions for setting up
equations of the orbits of the planets, he did not try
to account for these slight deviations, whose mathematical
solutions have turned out to be extremely difficult,
Colden concluded, as modern astronomy does, that per¬
turbations in the solar system were periodic and cancelled
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out in time*
At this point* when Golden's cosmology begins to
deal with multiple bodies* it became* in any detailed
way* indescribable without resort to mathematics*

Ho

had begun with only three interacting foroes* two of
which obeyed the inverse square law* end a third* a re¬
sisting body whose mass was unknown for the simple rea¬
son that all astronomy had thon were rough estimates of
the sun's and planets' diameters*

Two bodies then in¬

volved six forces? the sun* a planet and a satellite
added up to nine interacting forces in nine directions*
no force having any known quantity*

Since all this fol¬

lowed inevitably from the supposition of only three
physical oauses, it is not difficult to see why Colden's
attempt at a physical cosmology bad to move into the
realm of mathematics* or why he forewarned his readers
about the "conjectural" parts of his work which were
"given only as hints to those who may incline to make a
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more particular and Just inquiry*"

Colden's conclusions

can be described but how he arrived at them is an un¬
solved* possibly an unsolvable problem*
That all the planets must move in one direction
around the sun could be deduced from the principles of
action in matter* for once any planet acquired velocity
in a certain direction universal gravitation would pivo

an impulse in the sen© direction to the other planets*
But Colden could not deduce from his theory any reason
why they all moved in the observed direction rather than
its opposite, although he speculated that, supposing a
certain sequence of events, it might be the effect of
the sun’s rotation on its axis.
The sun’s rotation had been observed by Galileo who
established the fact and even ascertained the period by
studying sunspots,

Colden claimed that rotation would

begin, suppoaing only the presence of any other resist**
ing body within the sun’s gravitational field for ’’then
the elasticity of the ether contained within the body of
the sun, will be most lessened in the line connecting the
center of the sun with the center of the planet * • « and
then the body of the sun will by this means acquire a
rotation around its axis, and having once gained a rotation it must always be continued,”
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Colden was certain that his principles explained why
the planets move in the band of the zodiac*

It had been

observed that some of the planet’s equatorial diameters
wore longer than their axes.

Although it was not then a

fact of observation, he concluded, correctly, that the
sun’s equatorial diameter was likewise longer than its
axis*

lie disagreed with Newton who in tho Principle.^*
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bed supposed that the spheroid chapes of the planets
were caused by their rotation, for then "the spheroidal
shape must continually increase, contrary to all observatlona#"

35

According to Golden*s theory, in the plane

of the eun*» equator the ether would have less elasticity
than in any other place equidistant from the sun*a cen¬
ters "Then any body moving around the sun will bo impelled
towards this plane, and the nearer to the cun they move,
with the greater force will they be impelled towards the
plane of the equator thus extended,”

That the orbits of

Mercury and Venus, those planets noarest the cun, most
nearly coincide with this plane, and that there is great¬
er deviation to be observed in tbo orbits of the remoter
planets, seemed to bo good evidence#

On the other hand,

the mean distances of the comets from the sun was so very
great, and their mass was so email, that they were not
affected end moved indifferently in all directions#

36

Golden did not dsal with the problems of astrophysics
because he did not have enough knowledge in the eighteenth
century of the "phenomena# ”
that the stars moved#

New ton, and Coldon, were aware

Edmund Halley, Newton*s colleague,

had discovered this tjhen he compared his own observations
with those of the Greeks, but nothing more than this was
known for a long time#

According to the Principle the
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’’centre of the world” Is ”the common centre of gravity of

the earth, the eun, and all the planets* * * *"

For

practical considerations In the Prlnclnla: ’’The fixed
stars are immovable, seeing they keep the sane position

to the aphelions and nodes of the planets*

And since

these stars are liable to no sensible parallax from the
annual notion of the earth, they con have no foroo, be*
cause of their immense distance, to produce any sensible
37
effect in our system,"
The fixed stars of the seventeenth century remained
more or loss fixed In the eighteenth,

Colden knew Iron

personal experience that the stars were located at very
great distances from the solar system*

In 1717 his

friend and relative by marriage, James Logan of Phila¬
delphia, had imported a costly telescope from London
with a focus of about thirty feet, by for the largest in
the colonies, and these two colonials oompeted with
Greenwich itself in on effort to determine the annual
parallax in the stars*

Keither they nor the professional

astronomers who were their contemporaries succeeded, for
the parallax of a star was not surely deteoted until
„

1838.
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Colden applied his theory of causes to all the im¬
portant astronomical phenomena known in his time*

The

07
1751 published version of tho Principles of Action In
Hatter contained tho theory and the maorocosmlc explana¬
tions#

Judged by the standards of the twentieth century,

which are improper standards to Judge it by, it is both
fascinating and of course friable*

It presumed to answer,

although tentatively, questions which do not yet have any
answers#

If this old gravitational theory contains any

lessons for twentieth century science, the most signifi¬
cant is that which Einstein found*

He wrote that his

theory of gravitation taught him, "A theory can be tested
by experience, but there is no way from experience to the
setting up of a theory#”

Ho physicist can Ignore tho os*-

pirical data, but beyond that his freedom of choice Is
very wide and In tho end a general physical theory is a
39
"froo oreation of the human mind,”
Oolden realised that the cosmology he proposed had
serious lacunae*

For example ho could give no reason for

the fact that the equatorial diameters of tho sun and the
planets were longor than their axes, hut if this were not
so, the axis of the earth "could not he inclined to the
plane of Its orbit," and consequently there would be no
seasons; and thereby the earth "could not b© replenished
with such variety of animals and plants, whose constitu¬
tions require different climates and different seasons#"

te
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He had applied bis theory as well as ho was able to tho
celestial regions and had deduced, he thought, some anewers#

These answers did not contradict any established

principles, but his theory left much unexplained*

Colden

detected in the architecture of the whole an apparent de¬
sign which he could not reduce completely to simple physi¬
cal mechanisms either because there was a designer who
lay outside physicB or because he did not have enough
data*

Colden suspected the latter to bo true#

Ho was convinced that ho bad a good theory, so in
the last paragraph of bis published book ho presaged the
new directions which his work would take—into the realm
of tho microcosm and a science known to the twentieth
century as biophysics*

Colden, a physician and a botanist,

as well as a theoretical physicist, picked an apparently
congenial subject natter for he left many hundreds of
pages in %?hioh he applied his physical principles to
biological phenomena*
Ho wrote "An inquiry into Vital Hotion" in 1766 when
ho was seventy-eight years old#

That it was the year

after the Stamp Act Kebelllon, when ho had been threatened
and bung in effigy by a Hew York City mob, did not hinder
Colden from "setting his thoughts down" when a problem
Interested him*

Ho saw an opportunity to apply his
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physical theory to physiology and within that context
to attack a really profound problem—the cause of life*
Newton used the terra "vital motion*" and ho supposed
that this motion whose cause he did not know had on ef¬
fect* fermentation (chemical reactions)* "by which the
Heart and Blood of Animals are kept in perpetual Motion

kl
and Heat* # * *"

Colden of course knew much more about

physiology than Newton#

Contrary to his usual habit*

his paper on this subject contained a forraidible list
of authorities—Harvey* Rede* Leuwenhoeck* Malpighi*

k2
Balllni* Jussieu* Monro* and Linnaeus#
Colden began in his grand manner by observing that
"the regular production of any material system is allwise observed to begin in some fluid* whose parts ore in

1*3
an intestine motion*"

In the microcosm this fluid

(protoplasm) consisted of little solar systems* of small
inertial particles revolving around central particles
which emitted light#

The Laws of Motion and of Gravitation

operated in this raicrocosnlc world as they did in the
macrocosraic* and so did the physical causes of the Principles
of Aotion in Matter#

"Hence it is probable*" argued

Colden* "that the fluid which forms the anlmalile in the
male sperm* consists in a great proportion* of particles
which have the greatest attracting power* and which
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consequently retain the greatest quantity of Light*
and that the animllle is formed of a groat number of
Infinitely or extremely little suns placed in some cer¬
tain order#”

These mlnature solar systems then were the

source cf life for they produced a fermentation in tho
womb ”whieh is proper for the nutrition and growth of
the Foetus, without which tboy become putrid and not
only unfit for Generation, but destructive of it, as in
the case of the addled egg#”

Colden described in detail

the tfhole life process in this fashion*

In his dis¬

cussion of sexuality there is an observation which dis¬
closed either an unsuspected gift for subtle humor, or
else an example of eighteenth century rationalism so
extreme that it satirises itself#

At the time Colden was

writing, the discovery of tho sexuality of insects and
plants was a newly discovered phenomena.

He commented,

that ”these distinct male and female parts requiring
different organs for their production may exist in tho
same individual” and that this should bo the norm if,
a3 he believed, Nature was simple*

But he concluded,

possibly with genuine regret, about this unnecessary
complication of Nature, "this may not in all cases servo
tho different views of the Intelligent Being in forming
the different animal and vegetable systems* and most
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certainly there are many reasons from the nature of

h$
things, of which I am entirely ignorant*”
Golden agreed with Newton in supposing that fermentation (chemical reactions) not only was the vital
notion necessary to produce life but that it continued
life*

Fermentation was the process by which food was

converted into a form which could be absorbed by the
body} it gave notion to the blood stream which carried
food to the cells*

It was the source of animal heat*

As was true of the solar system* so it was true
that the quantity of particles of matter which had the
greatest inertia* consequently retained the greatest
quantity of light* and had the greatest mutual repelling
force* was greater in the footus than anytime afterward*
The force of fermentation in an animal system was con¬
tinually diminished by the emission of light, so that
at last the vital fermentation would cease*

Thus

animals died for the same reasons that the solar system
i|6
would svantually die*
From "Vital Hotion" Colden passed to the "Cohesion

„U7
of the Farts of Bodies*"

This problem was posed in

Query 31 of the Optlckas "How the smallest Particle of
Hatter may cohere by the strongest Attractions* and
compos© bigger Particles of weaker Virtues and many of
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these may cohere and compose bigger Particles whose
Virtue iB still weaker* « * *"

Kewton surmised that

there were "Agents in Katur© able to make the Particles
of Bodies stick together by very strong Attractions*
And it is the Business of experimental Philosophy to

1|8

find them out#tt

Golden*a theory implied an answer to

this problem with which ho dealt at length*

Cohesion

between particles or bodies meant that In the microcosm!©
world the reaction of the ether in the fermentation pro**
cess was stronger than the repulsive action of light*
and this conclusion paved the way for a treatise on
another attractive force in Mature in which Colden applied
hie principles to the experimental findings of his friend*

49
Benjamin Franklin*
In the end Cadwallader Colden, on eighteenth century
theoretical physicist, multiplied his data with his rea¬
son into a view of the universe almost as complex as that
of Mount Paloaar and the electron microscope; but unlike
many modern scientists, he never doubted that ho under¬
stood tho universe*

There may be, he said, parts of

matter Infinitely small belonging to systems infinitely
small*

There may be the same variety of contrivanoes in

infinitely little systems as in the great solar system*
"So the sun and stars may only be the constituent or
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fundamental particles, or elemental parts of some
infinitely, infinitely greater systems."

Colden sus¬

pected that the future would confirm his "wild romantic
Hypotheses," that behind the appearances of things as
he saw them with the naked eye and the imperfect tele¬
scopes and microscopes of his time, lay that world of
infinitely great and infinitely small systems which the
twentieth century confronts*

About his final remark in

the "Cohesion of Bodies" there can be no disagreementi
"This is a subject of extent enough for the most fertile
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imagination*"

The complexity of modern physics would

doubtlessly surprise this old eighteenth century scientist,
but only the Uncertainty Principle would shock him.
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